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RÉSUMÉ

Avec l’augmeutatiou de l’accessibilité à la musique digitale, il devient de plus

en plus nécessaire d’automatiser l’organisation de bases de données musicales.

Actuellement, les utilisateurs organisent leur bases de données en se basant sur

les méta-données des pièces musicales, telles que le nom de l’interprète, le titre

de la pièce et de l’album, eu plus d’aspects plus subjectifs comme le geure musi

cal et l’ambiance. Par contre, ces informations doivent normalement être ajoutées

manuellement et ne sont souvent pas précises ou complètes.

Dans ce mémoire, nous présentons plusieurs techniques d’extractions de car

actéristiques (“features”) de fichiers audio qui sont utiles pour la classification de

pièces musicales dans certaines catégories définies par l’usager. Ces techniques

utilisent des concepts la théorie de traitement de signal, de la psychoacoustique et

de la perception auditive humaine.

Pour traiter la grande quantité de charactéristiques générées par notre approche,

nous utilisons une version multi-classe de l’algorithme AdaBoost. Nous décrivons

cet algorithme et nous le comparons avec d’autres approches. Nous présentons aussi

des expériences tendant à montrer que notre méthode est plus performante que

d’autres méthodes de pointe sur une collection musicale étidluetée manuellement

pour la classification de genres musicaux. Nous analysons aussi la performance

de notre système à la compétition internationale MIREX 2005, où notre système a

terminé premier parmi les 15 soumissions.

Finalement, nous présentons une nouvelle approche pour la modélisation de la

structure de la voix, utilisant une représentation visuelle de celle-ci. Nous montrons

que ce modèle peut déterminer si un signal sonore correspond à de la voix ou à de

la musique, et ce en utilisant une fraction des ressources CPU qui sont nécessaires

aux autres approches publiées.

Keywords: AdaBoost, apprentissage machine, recherce d’information

musicale, classificatoin de genres musicaux, distinction de la voix et la

musique, classification multi-classe, similarité musicale



ABSTRACT

With the huge increase in the availability of digital ninsic, it has become more

important to automate the task of organizing databases of musical pieces. Cur

rently users have to rely on meta-information such as performer. album, titie, as

well as more subjective aspects such as genre and mooci, to arrange these clatabases

or to create playlists. However, this information must be adclecl manually anci it is

often inaccurate or incomplete.

In this thesis we describe how extract from the audio files features that are

meaningful for a classification into categories clefined by the user. We show how

to extract information using knowledge from signal processing theory, physics of

sound, psychoacoustics, humaii auditory perception, and use it to discriminate

high-level characteristics of music, such as music genre.

To deal with the very large number of features generated by ouï approach, we

use a multiclass version of the ensemble learner AdaBoost. We describe our algo

rithm and compare it to other approaches. We present experimental evidence that

ouï method is superior to state-of-the-art algorithms on a hand-labeled database

for genre recognition, and describe ouï performance at the recent MIREX 2005 inter

national contest in music information retrieval, where our algorithm was the best

genre classifier among 15 snbmissions.

We also present a novel approach to model the pattern of specific souncls (i.e.

speech), using a visual representation of sound. We show how this model can

successfully discriminate speech from music at the frame level, nsing a fraction of

the CPU usage of other approaches.

Keywords: AdaBoost, machine learning, music information retrieval,

audio genre classification, music/speech discrimination, multi-class clas

sification, music siinilarity, autornatic playlist generation
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NOTATION

General:

R Real numbers

n Tire number 0f examples

D The training set of size n

k The number of classes

x The vector of observation for example i, wbere x1 E R’1

d The number of elements (or dimensions) of tbe observation vector,

that is d = xl

x) Tbe jth element of vector x

y Tire label of example x for binary classification, where yj E {—1, 1}

y Tire vector of labels, for multi-class calssification

L Tbe label index

1 if x belongs to class L

—1 otherwise.

6 An arbitrary small vaine bigger than zero

1 ifx=true
E{x} Ç

1. 0

z y xis definedasy

Binary AdaBoost:

a(t) Tire confidence paranreter at iteration t, wbere n E R

w Tire reai valned vector of weigirts

m Tire weigirt of exaurpie i, where m E R

t Tire iteration index

T Tire total nunrber of iterations



xiii

h()(x) Tire hypothesis fttnction. fouird by tire weuk tearner at iteration t,

where for our problems h Rd {—1. ±1}

7 Tire space of tire hypotheses (h E 7)

j (T)(X) Tire stroirg learner. defined as Œ(t)h(t)(x) wliere f : , R

e() Tire error. ciefllled as Çt { 11(t) (xi) # }
y( Tire edge. defineci as 1 — 2E(t)

p Tire unnornralized fttnctionai margin of example i, cieflireci as

f(T) (x)y

Tire urisciassification rate

RL A generic (baseci on a loss fuirction L) eurpiricai risk

Re Tire exponential enrpiricai risk

Z(t) Tire normaiization factor to keep tire weigirts a distribution. Is

as
(t exp (_n(t)h(t)(X.)y.))

AdaBoost Extensions:

÷ Tire sum of weiglrts for correctty ciassified exampies

e_ Tire suirr of weiglrts for incorrectÏy ciassifieci examples

e0 Tire sunr of weights for abstazned exanrples

9 Tire ecige offset paranreter. wliere 9 E R

Decision Stumps:

q Tire tirresholci of tire eut, wlrere q E R

y Tire ahgnment value, where y E {—1, 1}

f 1 if q,
j,q(x)

—1 otherwise

AdaBoost .MH:

w Tire weigirt of exairrple i aird ciass

y Tire a.hgnnrent vector, wlrere e E {—1 i}k

g(x) Tire urulti-ciass strong lea.rirer. wlrere g : W1 —
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AdaBoost.MO:

Y The set of the labels

H(x) The k-polichotomy that is H X
— Y

(y) The fullction that maps a label y hto one of the two complementary

sets f

xAy The Hamming distance between x and y

Feat u res:

u A real valued vector of length T that represent either n frame (on

frame-level features) or the whole signal (on autocorrelatioll)

T The length of the signal, that is T =

clct The discrete cosine transformation

F 11e discrete Fourier transformatioii (DFT) of frame u

n A real valueci vector representing the autocorrelation

t The lag index

A A real valueci matrix representing the phase autocorrelatioll

ç5 The phase

S(x) The Shannon entropy of input vector x. where S : RIXI R

The integral image at point (a. y) of image I. clefined as

z-1 z=1
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In the last two clecades digital music has transformed the landscape of music

distribution. Originallv developed hy Philips for its Compact Dises. this technologv

with the advent of the internet has reached its true potential. Once cligitalized,

a song eau be copied millions of times without ay production cost, anci through

the internet immecliately clistributecl into the home of the customer. A successftil

example of this revolution is the iTunesMusicStore, from Apple. which sold more

than 500 millioiis files since it was launched in 2003.

Portable MP3 players also play a key role, by eliminating the physical support

that was once associated with music, allowing large databases of music (an iPod

contain up to 60 Gigabytes of data) to be carried anywhere.

This increased storage. coincideci with the parallel increase in the ways that

n user eau access and purchase online music. The music store from Apple lias

a catalog of more than 2 million soiigs, which is, on its own, several orclers of

magnitude smaller of what is available on P2P networks. This wide selection is not

the result of an increase in production of music. but instead the effect of tlie two

key factors that we have previously mentionecl: ease of distribution and copying.

As a result, it is becoming increasingly harder to arrange and navigate the large

databases of music that are available to the user. Currently, the majority of tools

for organizing music use naive grouping strategies based on meta-clata information

introduced by the user or the creator. Short text fields describe the performer,

composer, album, title, as well as niore subjective aspects such as genre and mood.

Unfortunately this meta-data is often inaccurate or incomplete. Projects like Mu

sicBrainz (mus icbrainz . org) promise to address this issue by analyzing each file

to obtain a fingerprint. which it used to querv a central database for meta-ciata.

However, even assuming a complete meta-tag data. there is stili a problem with

relying on a canonical set of moods or genres to be used by ail listeners. In fact,
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although researchers have defined full taxonomies for the purpose of testing model

performance (e.g. MacKay auJ Fujinaga [MFO5]), there is stiil no canonical tax

onomy of record music, nor xviii there ever 5e. i\/lood has the same problem, even

if some attempts have been made in the past to take advantage of it [LLZO3].

Because of these problems, building playlists or discovering new music using

meta-tags is extremely hard. Ideally the user shoulci lie able to submit a set of

music files (keysongs”, instead of keywords) and obtain in return a list of similar

entries. This would allow the listener both to dynamicaliy build playlists using his

database, anci intelligentiy explore the vast archive of music ouline.

Receritly there lias been many efforts to makes this scenario a reality. Software

such as Indy (indy. tv) or ikate (irate. sourcef orge . net) rely on collaborative

filtering techniques to create playlists based on the interests of a user by collecting

taste information from a network of listeners. The basic idea is that if in tire past

two users have agreed, they xviii aiso tend to agree in the future. This approach

allows a user to cliscover new content, but suffers from three key disadvantages.

Tire first is that if the pool of users is too small in comparison to tIre number of

songs, there will be songs in the user’s database that cannot lie used to draw a

profile, because nobody but the user lias ever listened to them. This gives rise to

the second problem: if there is n new baud which is proposing its work, it is not

possible to position it in the ‘preference” space, as nobody knows anything about

it yet. Finally, the preference given to a music piece may greatly vary depending

on the situation. If a user hkes both Metallica auJ Mozart, it does irot necessarily

mean that lie xvants to listen to them in the sanie session.

Another approach is to move the focus from tire user-eclited features to descrip

tors that can lie automaticaily extracted from tire music. These types of features

should be more reliable as they redluire no intervention by a set of users. A recent

survey by Aucouturier auJ Pachet [APO3] gives a comprehensive list of features

used for music information extraction, although research in feature-extraction con

tinues.

Once the features are extracted, n machine tearriing aigorithm can lie used to
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classify into categories that match the nser’s taste. IViachine learning is a field

of computer science that, roughly speaking, analyzes the data using statistical

algorithms. Snch algorithms conld. for instance, create a model that discriminates

the categories using a labeleci dataset as training data. This strategy has proven

very successful, and has already been used in many prodncts, such as IVlusicMagic,

from Predixis (predixis.biz), or Musipedia (www.musipedia.org)’.

Our contribntion in this thesis is the description of several effective feature ex

traction techniques and learning algorithms that cnn be nsed to face the challenges

of automatic music classification.

In this work vie are using part of the work previously pnblished by the author

for the ICMC [CEKO5a] and ISMIR conferences [ECO5, CEKO5b], and of a recent

submission to the Machine Learning Journal [BCE+05}.

1.1 Brief Introduction to Machine Learning

Machine learning generally refers to the area of artificial intelligence that con

cerns making computer “learn” a specific pattern or task. Different learning prob

lems are addressed by different familles of algorithms. There are grouped basically

in this simplified taxonomy:

• Supervised learning algorithrns generate n function that maps the inpnts

to desired outputs. Fo instance, in classification they are used in cases where

each example bas a set of attributes and a label, and the algorithm has to

find a generalization of the attributes that characterize each label.

• Unsupervised learning algorithms, on the other hand, work in situations

where ouputs (or labels in classification) are not provided for training. A

common task of nnsupervised learning is the automatic selection of “clusters”

in the data in feature byperspace, or in a transformation of it, sucb that

missing attributes cnn be inferred.

1A list of music information retrieval systems is available at http: //mirsystems. in±o/index.

php?id=mirsystems.
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• Reinforcement learning algorithms, learn a policy by interacting with

the world. Each action fias some impact on the environment, which returus a

feedback (a reward or a penalty) that guides the learning algorithm to reflue

the actions it takes in various situations.

The learning algorithms used for this work are ail supervisecl algorithms. These

eau be further subdivided into two types: regression and classification algorithms.

In regression, the algorithm maps an observation onto a real value. In classification

the chosen labels form a closed set, and the classifier maps an observation to a

label that belongs to the set. Classification algorithms are the type of learner that

interests us, as we want to classify sound into discrete labels that follows a specific,

though not absolute. taxonomy.

To train supervised learning algorithms, we need a training set that contains

ri examples with the corresponding labels. Formally, training set D is defined as

{ (xy, p1) (x,, y) } 2 for binary problems. Each data poht corisists of an obser

vation (or attributes) vector x = (x(b, . . . , d containillg the description of

the example, and a binary label yj {—l, 1} that telis in which class the example

belongs to.

Each example can be considered as a point in the hyperspace of features; that

is, each component of the observation vector is n value that defines the coordinate

insicle the hyperspace. For instance if the dataset represents pets, the feature set

rnight be

Pet : {Heigkt, Width, Weight, Legs, Furryness},

and each pohit deflned as a coordinate in this six dimensions space, for instance

an example belonging to class cat might have this observations

X0t = {20, 40,4.3,4, 1.1}.

2Throughout this work we vi11 use uppercase symbols (e.g., A) to denote real-valued matrices,
bold symbols (e.g., x) for real-valued vectors, and their italic counterparts (e.g., xj or (r)) to
refer to elernents of these vectors.
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In tire binary case, our examples will be labeleci either “cat” (1) or “other” (-1).

Tire job of tire learnhrg aigoritirnr is to find tire paranreters witlrin its own nrodei

(and wiricir depend on tire type of algoritirnr) by analyzing tire training set D.

Tire resniting function f(x) xviii use tirese paraureters to return a binary decision

on exanrpie X.

Tire classifier is assunred to be abie to predict tire correct output for exanrpies,

not present in tire original training set, thns to generalize. A natnral way to evaluate

tire error of tire classifier is by looking at tire nrisciassification rate, tirat is

wirere tire inclicator function E {A} is 1 if its argnirrent A is truc and O otirerwise.

C

Fignre 1.1: An exanrpie of training process, in wiricir tire training error
reacires zero after sonre tinre, as tire aigoritirirr acijust itseif to nratcir very specific
features of tire trahrhrg data. As resuit, tire error on a ireici—out test set hrcrease.

During iearning, tire aigoritirnr evaiuates tire exanrpies of tire training set, and

as it goes on, it generaiiy iras tire training error Rtrajn going ciown. However, the

iearning process nriglrt beconre too specific. For instance if tire aigoritirnr adjnst

its paranreters to nratcir very specific featnres of tire training data, hke tire vaines

of 20, 21, 24 for tire ireigirt of cats, it xviii perfectiy ciassify ah tire cats witir tirese

specific ciraracteristics, but not tire ones witir ireigirt 23. Tins situation is defined

overfitting

“optiniai”

- -- -- -- -

- Trainjn
underfitting - - - -
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as overfitting, anci is depicteci in Figure 1.2.

Dog?

4 )II4 )“4
c3)

t>d
t.

4

ii4

Jj 1jL , Cat!

Width Width

Figure 1.2: Cat and dogs coulci be classified just considering their size. The vast
majority of cats are smaller than the vast majority of dogs; however, some clogs
might be particularly small. A learning algorithm that overfits would draw an
extremely complicate clecision boundary to inclucle tire single case in which the dog
is very small (upper left). This bounclary will fail to classify correctly an animal,
depicted by a question mark point, that is very likeiy to be a cat. A learning
algorithm generalizes in the sense that it sticks more with geireral trends, rather
than specific cases, as in the bottom figures.

An algorithm must be abie to obtain low error on a held-out dataset, called test

set, for which the error decline as the learning process progresses, and raise

when the algorithm start overfitting. Tire learning algorithm must be stopped

when the model returns tire lowest test error, as showed in Figure 1.1. If this

is clone before the minimum lias been reacheci, tire algorithm is ‘anderfitting. A

learning algorithm is capable of generalization if it can balance between overfitting

and underfitting.
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Often, to avoid a bias toward the test set (that is. liaving chosen the perfect

parameter for the test set. which might not correspond to the optimal one in a

general sense), a third set. calleci vatidation is used as stopping criterion, and the

test set for evaluation.

ADABOOST algorithms, which we xviii discuss in Chapter 2 have the interesting

property of being very resistant to overfitting in manv real-world problems, with a

test curve that keeps decreasing eveu after the training error reaches zero.

1.2 Structure of the Thesis

We propose to use ADABOOST as a learning algoritlim to create the models

for ouï classification tasks. Introduceci by freund and Schapire in 1997 [FS97],

this algorithm is one of the best general purpose learning methods developed in

the last decade. k lias inspired several learning theoreticai resuits and, due to its

simplicity. fiexibulitv. and excellent performance on reai-worici data, it lias gained

popularity ainong practitioners. Chapter 2 is mainlv declicated to clescribing this

algorithm.

In Section 2.1 xve briefty go through history of this algorithm, anci in the follow—

ing sections we discuss the important aspects that characterize it. its extensions,

and how to implement it. In particular, in Section 2.5 we show how to extenci

ADABOOST in order to solve inultic1ass probleins, that is, probleins xvith more

than two labels.

This algorithm is partictilarly interesting becanse it lias proven effective in deal

ing with the large number features that we are using. A single song can have

hundreds of feature elements. ‘vVe cali these elements dimensions because a single

observation could be described as a point in a hyperspace where cadi element is

a dimensjon. In snch a linge space it is very difficuit to regroup points as they

“look” very sparse, unless the number of examples is very large. Tins is knoxvn

as the curse of dimen.sionatity [BelGl]. With ouï experimeuts in Section 1.3 ‘e

show how ADABOOST can he very competitive on these problems. as it selects and
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aggregates only the elements of the features that are needed for the classification.

I\/Iusic has a complex structure that warrants several parallel approaches. Using

the simple raw signal alone is not a viable approach, for reasons relateci to psy

choacoustic and computational power that we discuss in Chapter 3. Instead, we

are relying on features that capture various aspects of music that are important

for humans. This work is motivated by knowledge from signal processing theory,

physics of sound, psychoacoustics, human auditory perception and music theory.

Li and Tzanetakis [LTO3b] define three types of auditory features: the timbral

texture, the rhythm, and the pitch. Timbre is the souncl—quality of near-instants.

or simply the quality of a musical sound. We present several standard techniques

to extract this kind of features in Section 3.1, ancl in Section 3.2 we show how we

eau blend their output together to cut down the size of the generated data, without

reclucing the cua1ity of the information.

Rhythm involves the variation and duration of patterns of sounds in time. The

structures that are defined by these patterns are ultimately the essence of music.

In Section 3.3 we discuss two different approaches to capture one basic component

of rhythm: musical tempo.

Finally, pitch is the psychoacoustic perception of the frequency of n sound (i.e.

n note). We do not discuss pitch here because it is extremely hard to capture in

polyphonic sounds, and current methods are fairly unreliable.

The last part of the chapter, Section 3.4, is dedicated to a novel approach that

uses a robust image classifier to learn patterns in a visual representation of music.

The basic iclea is that if music is rendered as an image, for instance using a short

discrete Fourier transformation (SDFT) that plots frequency on one axis and time

on another, we cnn use simple visual features — called Haar-like features — to map

the “areas” that characterize the sound we are trying to learn. We proved the

effectiveness of this technique by building a robust speech/music discriminator,

discussed in Section 4.2.

In Chapter 4 we will show the resuits of experiments on the algorithm anci the

features. In Section 4.1 we will evaluate the hyper-parameters of ADABOOST using
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a well known database as testbed.

\‘Ve use timbrai anci rhythmical features and ADABOOST to builci a state-of

the-art classifier for music genre, described in Section 4.3, and in the following

section we show the resuits of MIREX 2005 international contest in music information

extraction, where otir audio genre recognition algorithm ranked first in audio genre

classification among 15 submissions.



CHAPTER 2

CLASSIFIERS

In this chapter we will priinarily cliscuss boosting algoritlims, and in particular

ADAB00sT, which has proveci in our experiments to be very effective for solving

problems related to information music retrieval.

For genre classification (see Section 4.3) we compare ADABOOST with Support

Vector Machines (SVMs) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), therefore we

will discuss them briefly in Section 2.6. For a more complete treatment of SVMs

see [HTFO1]. For a more complete treatment of ANNs see [3is95].

2.1 Boosting

There is an old saying that states “there is strength in numbers”, that is, the

resuit of a group can lie higher than the simple sum of its parts. This is also, in

some extent, true for machine learning.

Research in so-called ensemble learning algorithms lias been made since long

time. The simplest method that uses this iclea is similar to democracy: we have

a set of enperts that give an opinion on an input example. The final vote is an

average over these opinions. We define our expert as a function h(x) that receives

an input X alld returns a positive or negative vote: formally {h : {—1, +i}}.

The averaged learner f(x) is the resuit of the linear comhination of the functions

f(x) =

for N functions.

This is generally defined as ensemble of experts, anci it is often applied when

the experts corne frorn very clifferent areas, which in machine learning can mean

that the algorithms are very different. it is important to note that in the previous
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equation the experts evaluate the same attributes of the same example. This

might not aiways be true, as there may be experts that treat different aspects of a

problem. These aspects must be correlated in some sense. or else the experts will

end up forming opinions based on incompatible evidence.

Ensembles of experts are similar to the strategy of another popular algorithm

caiied bagging. With bagging. also known as bootstrap agg’regation, we generate J

subsets {D1, . . , D} of data by sampling from a training set D. We then learn n

moclel on each subset, and finally combine the models by averaging the output (in

the case of regression), or voting (in the case of classification).

This method is often usecl with n single algorithm repeated many times, instead

of n number of clifferent algorithms, and it reduces variance and generally helps to

avoid over-fitting. The subsets D can also have the saine size of D, and in this

case ail exampies will be repeateci in each D.

Schapire [Sch9O] did n further deveiopment of this idea, defined as boosting,

which was the first simple procedure in the PAC-learning framework theorized in

1984 by Valiant [Va184]. In Valiant’s model the notion of successful learning is

formally defined using probability theory. A learner is said to have accuracy (1 — E)

with reÏiabiÏity (1 — 6) if it generates a binary hypothesis whose accuracy is at least

(1 — E) with probability at least (1 — 6), where c is the error of the learner, and 6

is a parameter which defines the confidence. The probability that the algorithm

fails is measured with respect to n ranclom choice of exampies given in the learning

algorithm and in n possible internal randomization of the algorithm. Very roughly

speaking, the learner gets samples that are classified according to a function from

n certain ciass. The aim of the learner is to find an arbitrary approximation of the

function with high probability.

Schapire showed that a learner, even if rough and moderately inaccurate, could

always improve its performance by training two additionai classifiers on filtered

version of the input data stream. These algorithms, are cailed ‘weak tea’rners be

cause their performance is guaranteed (with high probability) to be only slightly

better than chance. After learning an initial classifier h’ on the first n training
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points,

• Ïi(2) is lea.rned ou a new sample of n points, haif of winch are misclassified by

• W3) leariied on n points from which h’ aj (2) disagree.

• the boosted classifier is h) = MAJORITYVOTE(h(1), h12, k(3))

Schapire’s “Strength of Weak Learnability” theorem proves that lias improved

performance over

‘vVith a number of learners larger than three, the algorithm is defined redur

sively. Each level of the recursion is a learner whose performance is better than the

performance of the previous recursion level. The final hypothesis generated can be

represented as a circuit consisting of many three-input majority gates.

In 1995 Freund [Fre95] proposed a “Boost by Majority” variation which coin

bineci manv weak learners simultaneousl in a single tayer circuit, and improved

the performance of the simple boosting algorithm of Schapire. The improvement

is achieved by combining a large number of hypotheses. each of which is generated

hy training the given learning algorithm on a clifferent set of examples.

The biggest weakiress of this algorithm is flie assumption that each hvpothesis

lias n fixeci error rate, anci is therefore difficuit to use in practice.

2.2 AdaBoost

Illtroduced in 1997 by Freund and Schapire [FS97], the ADABOOST algorithm

solved many of the practical difficulties of the previous boosting algorithms. Un

like the previous boosting algorithms, ADABOOST needs no prior knowledge of

the accuracies of the weak hypotheses. Rather, it adapts to these accuracies and

generates a confidence parameter n that changes at each iteration according to the

error of the weak hvpothesis. This is the basis of its naine: Ada’ is short for

“adaptive”.
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For this section we assume the binary case. Tiierefore we have an input training

set D = {(xi, yi) (x, yn)} where each label yj E -(—1, +1}. The algorithm

(t) (t) (t)mantains a weight distribution w = (w1 , . . . , w, ) over the data points. In

general. the weight îu xviii express how hard it is to classify x.

The basic ADABOOST algorithm is remarkably simple. In a series of rounds or

iterations t = 1 T a weak learner WEAK(D. w) fincis a binary weak hypothesis

(or base classifier) h. coming from a subset fl of {h : — {—1, +i}} appropriate

for the distribution of weights w(t), that is xvith the Ïoxvest weighted error. When

this is not possible, a subset of the training examples can be sampled according to

w(t) (for instance with a stratified sampling of the xveights which takes the hardest

examples with higher probabihty), anci these (unweighted) resampled examples can

be used to train the xveak learner.

At the beginning. the weight vector is initiahzed to be equai for each point.

On each boosting round. the weight of incorrect examples is increased so that the

weak iearner is forceci to focus on the hard exampies on the training set. Figure

2.1 shows the evoiution of this distribution on a simple two climensional problem

and a Decision Stumps weak learner (which we xviii sec in Section 2.3).

Formaily the goal of tue base classifier is to minimize the weighted error at

iteration t

(t) = c(t)(h) w {h(t)(x) # yi}, (2.1)

This is eciuivaient to maximizing the edge

(t) 1 — 2E(t)

=

m(t)11(t) (Xj)yj.

Freund and Schapire proved that for the binary case the error of the final hypothesis

(xvith respect to the observations) is bounded b exp (—2 7(t)2). Since a weak

hypothesis that makes an entireiy random gttess has error 1/2, 7(t) ineasures the

accuracy of the tth weak hypothesis relative to random guessing. The important

consequence is that if we can consistently find xveak hypotheses that are slightly
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Figure 2.1: ADABOOST mantains a distribution of weights w on the examples, as
showed by the size of the points. The four images represent the state of the weights
after the first, second, third and lOOth iteration. After 100 iterations it is clear how
the weight focuses the attention of the weak learner on the hard examples near the
boundary of the two classes. The first three figures show the threshold position of
the weak learner used: a decision stump described in section 2.3.1.
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better than coin flip. the training error of the final boosteci classifier will drop

exponentiatÏy jast.

A significant clifference with the previous boosting algorithm is that the bound

011 the accuracy of the final hypothesis improves when any of the weak hvpotheses is

improved, where previously the performance bound dependeci only on the accuracy

of the last accurate weak hypothesis. On the other hand if the weak hypotheses have

the sanie accuracy, the performance of ADABOOST is very close to that achieved

by the best of the prececling boosting algorithms.

Once the weak hypothesis h(t) lias been receiveci, ADABOOST chooses a coeffi

cient a() that measures the confidence assigned to h(t) anci it is directly related to

its error
(t) 1 /1 +7 1 (1—

ln
(t)]

= 1n
(t) ) (2.2)

Note that () > O because c(t) < 1/2 (which we eau assume without loss of

generality). and that n(t) gets larger as e(t) gets smaller.

The weight distribution is updatecl according to the following equation

(t+1)
a,(t) exp(_o(t)) if 17(t)

(xi) yj (correct prediction)
mi = —X

(exp(o(O) if Ïi(t)(x) y (wrong prediction)

(t) exp (_a(t)Ïi(t)(xj)yj)
2 3

— Z(t) ‘ (.)

where

= (u4’) exp (_n(t)h(t)(xj)yj)) (2.4)

is a normalizatioii factor chosen .so that w(t+1) wiIl be a distribution. which means

that

Z(t) = 1. (2.5)

Because the binarv weak hypothesis lias the form h X .‘ {—1, +11 it is possible
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to further simplify the update formula

W
f h()tx —

(t+1) 2(i_(t)) Z) — JZ)

= (f)
W

.if k ‘(xi) yj,

and the normalization factor

Z(t) 2e(t)(1 — E(t)). (2.6)

Finally the aigorithm outputs the strong learner that inclucles, in a linear cmii—

bination, a weighted average of the weak hypotheses

f(T)(.) = (t)h(t)() (2.7)

and tises the sign of j(T) (x) to classify x.

The aigorithm must terminate f (t) < O which is eciiiivaient to 7( O and

c(t) 1/2. If the base classifier set 7- is closeci under multiplication a()

be chosen non-negative, and can be zero1 oniy if ail base classifiers in ?( have

base errors 1/2.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of ADABOOST algorithm. A reai world

hnplementation rectures very littie modification of this code.

For the analysis of the algorithm, we first define the unnormatzzed margiri

achieved by f(T) on (xi, yj) as

(T)
pi = pf(T)(xi,yi) = f (x)y, (2.8)

iStrictly speaking, c(t) = O could be allowed but in this case it would remain O forever so it
makes no sense to continue.
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Algorithm 1 Basic AdaBoost

hipit: D, WEAK(D,W(t)), T
1: .‘ (1/n, ..., 1/î)
2: for t ÷— 1 to T do
3 h() — WEAK(D, w(t)) {Find optimal weak classifier}

4: 6(t)
Zh(t)y

,(t) {Comptite the weighted error}

5 if E > 1/2 then
6: return f(t_1)() = Z (3)h(3)()
7: end if
8: (t) 1 in {Compute the confidence}

9: fori—1tondo
10: if 1(t)() y• then

(t+1) .

li: {Re-weight mcorrectly classified pomts}
12: else

13: (t+1) : {Re-weight correctly classified points}

14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: return f(T)(.) c)h(t)(.) {Combined classifier}

and the (iormahzed) margin achieved by the normalized classifier j(T) as

A J(T)(.)y A ZTa(t)h(t)()
(2.9)

Hi

The rnisctassification Tate eau be seell as a function of the margin, that is,

A 1(T)o} (2.10)

Informally, one can think of the normalized margin of a training example as

the distance (by some measure) from the example to the decision bomdary {x

f(T)(x) 0} and therefore the confidence in the classification of example x. If

p < 0 the example has been misclassified. If p is positive the confidence in the

classification of x increases proportionally to p > 0.

Schapire et al. [Sf3L97] suggested that the effectiveness of ADABOOST and
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other weight-based algorithms, is due to their tendency to produce targe margin

cÏassifiers. Roughly speaking, if a combination of learners correctly classifies most

of the trainillg data with a large margin, then its error is probably small.

b general, margin-baseci classifiers attempt to minimize a ‘marg’n toss fnnctzon

L(J(x)y)

where ]L(f) is the misclassification rate expressed as empirical risk and L is an

arbitrary loss fimction. In the case of Support Vector Machines (see Section 2.6.1),

a popular margii-based algorithm, L(p) = (1
—

or also L(p) = (1 — p), where

the (x)+ operator is defined as

x ifx>O
(x)+=

O otherwise.

The simpler Regularized Least Sciuare Classificators (RLSC) (but also neural

networks) defines a loss function L(p) = (1
—

p)2 = (y
— f(j))2. ADABOOST’s

loss function is exponential, that is

L(p) = e. (2.11)

which means that the exponential risk is

&(ftT)) = exp(_f(T)(xj)yj) = Êexp(_pT)). (2.12)

Notice that since e > Il {x < O} we have

&(fT), (2.13)

that is, the exponential risk is an upper bound of the training error.
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By repeateci application of the weight update formula (2.3), we get

(t+1) w exp (—a3)h(J)(x)y)

— 1 exp (—
— n fl Z(i)

exp
(_t))

nfl ZU)
(2.14)

Now it is possible to clemonstrate the previous daim that the training error will

decrease exponentially fast:

=
{ <o} (2.15)

< exp(_pT)) (2.16)

(t+1) fl z() (2.17)

= [J z() (2.18)

In (2.15) we used the clefinition (2.10). For the ineqnality (2.16) we used (2.13), in

(2.17) we used (2.14), and finally in (2.18) we used (2.5).

If we assume that our weak hypothesis h(t) returns an error E(t) 1/2 —

slightly better than chance, it is easy to show that the training error is bounded2

by Re(f) < e_2T and becomes zero after at most

tin ni
T= +1

iterations.

2A detailed description with ail the passages is given at page 15 of [FS97].
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The upper Sound of (2.1$) and (2.12) suggest that if the goal is to minimize

the training error R((T)) (through the exponential margin cost e) in a

greedy fashion. then we should minimize in each iteration. Indeecl, for any

given {—1, +1)-valueci weak classifier h(t), its coefficient a(t) is chosen by

(t)
_ argminZ(t)

1 (l+y(t) 1 l_c(t)
in

— )) =
— in

E(t)
(2.19)

which explains (2.2). Now the choice of h(t) is based on

Ïr(t) argnE1inZ
h:a>O

= imu (t’ + - _ff0

argmin21 — e(t)) = argmi;e(t), (2.20)
h:E(t)<l/2

which explains the goal of ininimizing the weighted error (2.1). In the case when the

mininutm alpha (2.19) cannot be obtained analyticaily (for example, real-valued

classifiers), we cai minimize Z(t) using line search. The proceclure is simple since

Z(t) zs convex in , however, it may 5e too time consuming to compute it for every

weak classifier k E ? (or even impossible if I is infinite). In this case we can

follow Mason et al. ‘s {MBBFOO] functional gradient descent approach. in which at

each iteration ADABOOST chooses a direction in which Z(t) is decreasing the fastest

at cr 0, that is

= arg max
t 6a a=O

= arg max wt)h(x)y = arg max 7(t), (2.21)

and then find the optimal coefficient only for the selected base classifier. In
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the case of {—1, +1}-valued weak learners the two optimizations (2.20) and (2.21)

coincide, which means that (2.21) yields the optimal h(t) that also minimizes Z(t).

In other cases (2.21) is suboptimal but the convergence is guaranteed (but siower)

as long as the edge 7(t) > O at cadi iteration.

2.3 Weak Learners

As previously saici, ADABOOST needs a base function h(x) which lias tic ability

of classifying just better than chance. Tus is a big advantage, because weak

learners can 5e chosen with littie or no prior knowledge lencling flexibility. It is

however important to remember that if tic base function is not weak enough the

resulting strong learner might overfit easily. III fact boosting seems to be especially

susceptible to noise [DieOO] in such cases. hi tus section we discuss two different

basic types of binary weak learners. In Section 2.5.2 the same weak learners will

5e extended to deal with multi-class problems.

2.3.1 Decision Stumps

As we previously said, the goal of the base classifier is to minimize the weighted

error at cadi iteration t. If there is no a-priori knowledge available on tic domain

of the learning problem, we choose simple classifiers, sucli as decision trees or, the

even simpler decision stumps (clecision trees witli two leaves). In this work we are

primarily using decision stumps as wcak learilers. In the next section we discuss a

variation of the typical trec algorithm that uses previously found stumps to create

its structure. Therefore we are introducing decision stumps here first.

A decision stump cnn 5e clefined by two parameters, the index j of tic attribute

that it cuts ancl tic thresholcl q of the cut. Formally.

V t 1 ifx)>q
j,q(x) = 2{x3 > q} —1 = —

otlierwise,
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where 1b) is the jth element of the feature vector x. To obtain a “symmetric”

class of base classifiers pj,q(x) we multiply by a {—1, 1}-valued “ailgument” value

e. Illtuitively, e = —1 means that the weightecl error on the training set using

is larger than 0.5. This means that the decision needs simply to be “flipped” in

order to get an error smaller than coinfiip. We use this notatioll because it can be

easily extended to the multi-class case that we discuss in Section 2.5.

To minimize (2.1), in each iteration we exhaustively search over the features

j 1, . . . , d, thresholds q. and aligument values e to obtain

((t) q(t) e(t)) = arg min E(j,q()e), (2.22)
j,q,v

and define the optimal weak classifier as

h(t)(.) = j(t),q(t(•)ett).

If the number of features d is small enough, it is possible to order tire vector

projections (Œ, . .
.

and store them in memory. III this case, considering that

tire aligumeut value e can be optimized eiemeut-wise, the cost of tire weak learning

of both strategies is O(nd), so tire whole algorithm mus in O(nd(T+ log n)) time.

In Cirapter 3 we describe ii type of feature that iras a large irumber of con

figurations, nrost of whicli are not explored due to random sampling. Hence, the

vector projection of tire feature nrust be sorted at eaclr iteration, even if this is not

necessary for ail tire possible coirfigurations.

As we have seeir, ciecision stuirrp weak iearirers do have to go through ail tire

features j to finci tire weak irypotiresis tirat nrmimizes tire weighted error. In our

setup, only tire feature tirat returirs tire iowest error with tire given tlrreshold is

selectecl, but tins is not a linritation inrposed by ADABOOST, and tire weak ieanrer

couid weli be a grouping of tire best ra features, or a coirrbhration of theirr.

Que hrteresting conseciuence of forcing tire selection of oire siirgle ciinrensioir

every iteration, is that we automaticaily obtahr a feature selectioir aigoritinirr, as
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doue by Tien and Viola [TVO1]. Moreover, it lias been suggesteci that if the selected

features are forced not to 5e selectecl again, ADABOOST becomes a supervised

dimensionality reduction algorithm [RAO4].

2.3.2 Decision Trees

A Decisloil Stump is the main type of weak learner used in this work, but lias

the disadvantage that the classification is always linear in the space of the stumps

outputs, even within the ADAB00sT framework. The problem is that certain data

cannot be separated by a linear combination of stumps, and therefore the learner

underfits. A simple example of this type of problem is XOR (sec [DHSO1] page

285) depicted in Figure 2.2. XOR cnn oniy 5e solved by a tree having at least two

levels. (Alternatively kerneÏ trick [ABR64] that is n transformation to a higher

climensional representation of the data, Can 5e used to change the topology of the

space in a way that allows linear separation. But in this case any linear separator

would work.)

I

O ‘
•
I

I

I 4 4CUt

O
Figure 2.2: The XOR problem cannot 5e solved by n decision stumps or a comhi
nation of them. However, by using a simple two-level tree it is possible to partition
the feature’s space ancl obtain a perfect solution.

Most real-life problems, however, are solved by stumps with performance similar

to more sophisticated weak learners, even if stumps tend to converge at a slower

rate, especially if cl is large. Haar-like features, the procedural type of features that
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we describe in Section 3.4 operates as a sort of kernel-trick and can overcome the

limitations of stumps.

We implemented a simple version of a decision tree in which each level defines

a threshold over a feature as showed in Figure 2.3. The classification begins at the

first level (on the top) and, depending on the response to a particular property of

the pattern, proceeds through successive links until it reaches the terminal nodes,

defined as teaves, where the class is returned.

level O
xt2<5 xt25

V
level 1

xt3<1O xt31O xt1<3 xt3

“
level 2 s,

Figure 2.3: A possible configuration of a decision tree with two levels.

Trees can help solve problems that are beyond the reach of stumps, but because

for each nocle we need to find the optimal values of formula (2.22), this approach

might be too costly for large databases, or for values of d particularly big.

A solution to this problem is a “constructive” approach. At cadi boosting

iteration t we find the optimal weak classifier 1(t) as usual, but if t > 2, we also

build a tree using just the features (l), ...
, j(t_1) found iII previous iterations. If

tic error of the tree is lower than the one found with stumps, tien it is returned

as the weak hypothesis for the current iteration.

In the case of a large feature space, that is with d > T, this approaci can

drastically reduce tic number of features evaluateci. Witi proceclural features (see

Section 3.4), having a huge number of possible configurations, tus is a compelling

simplification, as going through all configurations would be too costly. Tus metiocl

can be also used iII tic case of features that are particularly expensive to compute,
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as their values can be stored at each iteration for later use.

2.4 AdaBoost Extensions

It is possible to extend tbe basic ADABOOST algorithrn to avoid some of its

weaknesses ancl obtain better performance. In this section we review two major

extensions that have been used in tius work.

2.4.1 Abstention

As we have seen, in the typical ADABOOST the binary weak learner fi(t) : R —*

{—l, +i}, auJ is therefore forced to give an “opinion” for each example x. This

is not aiways desirable as the weak learner might have not be suited to classify

every x e R. This is often tbe case when among the set R of weak hypotheses

there are some that are specialized for a subset of the examples. In such case the

overall performance of the final classifier 1(T) would benefit from them, but only

when they are used on their specialized subset of the input.

The solution to this problem is trivial as long as we have a weak learner that

knows when to abstain. Formally, the abstention base classifier has the form h(t)

R” —* {—1, O, +1}, thus we can calculate Z from (2.4) as

(t) (t) f (t)Z = w exp

= Z Z mi exp (&(t)u(t))

be{—1,O,+1} i:ut)=h

= + e2e’0 +

where
(t) (t)u = h (xj)yj,
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and

{h(t)(x)y =

(t) = (t) {h(t) (xj)yj =

(t) {h(t)(x.) = o},

which means respectively the siinr of weights for correctly classified, incorrectly

classified, and abstaineci points. It is also important to remember that E + +

= 1. The coefficient a(t) is chosen by minimizing Z(t) as usual

a(t) arg min Ztt)

=
2

O This formula indicates that the confidence parameter is computeci only by taking

into consideration the examples in which our weak learner is able to give an opinion.

With these settings tire objective function to mininrize (2.20) changes into

h(t) = arg nrin Z(t)
h:c>°

= arg min + 2cc)

In tire case where tire weak learner makes no mistakes (thus c = 0), we have

to modify our way to compute (t) in order to avoid tire zero at tire denominator.

There are two possible ways to soive this problenr, the first one is sinrply to add a

smali value :

a(t) = ‘lu ( +

2

Tire second solution is a littie bit more sophisticated and involves tire concept
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of a margin threshold being bigger than zero. Tius additionai extension xviii be

discussed in the following section.

2.4.2 Regularization

Despite the greedv minimization of the training error, ADAB00sT has proved

to he very resistant to overfitting, and capable of decreasing the test error even

if the training error has been driven to zero. There are however some cases in

which this algorithm can overfit if it is mn long enough. To avoid this problem,

the algorithm is generally stopped early by validating tire number of iterations T

on a validation set.

An alternative to solve this problem is regularization, that is the introdnction

of an edge oftset parameter O O in the confidence formula (2.2)

= arg min (Z(t)efl)

1 /l+7(t) 1o
=

1 (1+y(°N 1 (1—0

1 /i—€)N 1 /1+6
= —ln I ——lnI

2 \ E(t) J 2 \1—0

This formula shows how tbe confidence a is decreased by a constant term every

iteration, suggesting a mechanism similar to weight clecay for reducing the effect

of tire overfitting. The aigorithnr must terminate if

7(t) 0 (2.23)

which means that none of tire xveaic hypotheses in 7-L iras an edge equal or smaller

than 0. For 9 = O finding hypotheses with tire edge larger than O is not hard to

achieve if 7-L is ciosed under multiplication by —1.

If we assume tire margin parameter 9 to he fixed tire original loss function (2.11)
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=

The marginal misclassiflcatioll rate (2.10) becomes:

n

= ZE{ <1
i=1

Minimizing f?0) (f) with 9 > 0 bas the effect of pushing the points away from the

decision border in the feature space.

Following the saine procedure we used to find (2.18), we get an upper bound 0f

the training error

(O)(f(T)) <°)(f) = 2 fl (t)0(l
—

Thus by setting 9> 0 we avoici the singularity if the error e is

objective function h with the optimal n now becomes

eciual to zero. The

h(t) argminz(t)
It: ‘>

= ar°min

h >

(2)E +
(t) (t)

(2.25)

b ecomes

If we combine hoth regularized ADABOOST and abstention, our Z(t) becomes

Z(t) = e0
(est)

+ ee +

We eau stili compute n analytically:

n(t) =

2

__

‘\( (t) ) +
(i_( (t)ifs >

2(1+O)E’ (i+)
— 0,

(t)ife_ =0.

(2.24)
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The mixeci algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithrn 2 AdaBoost with margin and abstention

Input: D, WEAK(D,w(t)), T, 9
1: t1 (1/ri, ..., 1/n)
2: for t — 1 to T do
3: h(t) WEAK(D, w(t)) {Find optimal weak classifier that minimize (2.25)1
4:

7(t) wt)h(t)(x)y {Compute the edge}
5: if

(t)
< then

6: return ft-i() Z=i (3)h()(.)

7: end if
8: (t) Equation (2.24) {Compute the confldence}
9: for j — 1 to ri do

(t+1) q exp(_c(t)h(’) (x )y,)
10: — zO) {Re-weight the pomts}
11: end for
12: end for
13: return fT() z a(t)h(t)() {Combined classifier}

2.5 Multi-class AdaBoost

So far we have been concentrating on binary ADABOOST, in which we assign

exampies to one of two categories. This is a simple anci well understoocl scenario,

bnt it is not directly applicable to some of the problems that we are discussing in

this work.

Intuitively, we define a multi-class problem as the classification of an example

x which belongs to a (single) class from the set of classes. Formally, in the label

vector y where

1 if x belongs to class L
Yi,t

—1 otherwise,

there is a single positive vaine for example x.

There are severai probiems that are similar to multi-class classification, such as

multi—label, where y contains more thaja one positive entries, or ranking in which

the order of the labels is important. All of them can be understood as simpler
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versions of a multi-variate regression

two-class C multi-class C multi—label C ranking C multi-variate regression.

In this work we vill concentrate on multi-class problems, even if the extension

to multi-label for two 0f the algorithms that we discuss (ADAB00sT.MH and

ADAB00sT.MO) is trivial. This eau be useful for example if the categories are

organized in a hierarchical structure, so for instance a song can belong to more

than one categories at the same time.

2.5.1 AdaBoost.M1

Probably the most simple and straightforward way to extend ADABOOST to

deal with multi-class problems is ADABOOST.M1, proposed by Freund and Schapire

in their original ADABOOST article [F597]. In their approach the weak learner is

able to generate hypotheses for each instance of the k possible labels, which means

that the weak leariler is a full multi-class algorithm itself. The ADABOOST algo

rithm does not need to be modified in any sense.

As in for the binary case, provided that each hypothesis has a prediction error

less than a half (with respect to the set on which it was trained), the error decrease

exponentially. However this requirement is much stronger than the binary case

(k = 2), when the random guess is correct with probability 1/2. In fact with k > 2

the probability is just 1/k < 1/2. Thus, this methocl fails if the weak learner

cannot adhieve at least 50% accuracy on alt ctasses when run on hard problems.

This refiects the basic problem of this approach: a weak learrier that conceiltrates

its efforts on few classes is useless, because the poor performance on the other

classes will hinder the final classification rate.

2.5.2 AdaBoost.MH

To address this weakness, several more sophisticated methods have been devel

oped. These generally work by reducing the multiclass problem to a larger binary

problem, with the SO called mie-versus-alt approach.
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Schapire and Singer’s algorithm [SS98] AdaBoost.MH uses a slightly different

strategy, which requires more elaborate communication between the boosting ai

gorithm and the weak learner, but it lias the advantage of giving the weak learner

more fiexibility in making its prediction. In ADAB00sT.MH the weak learner

receives a distribution of weights which is on the data and the classes, so that it

considers each example x and each possible label £ in the form

FOT eample x, is the correct labet £ or is it one of the other tabets?

This is important because as boosting progresses, training examples and their

corresponding labels that are hard to predict, get incrementally higher weights

while examples and labels that are ea.sy to classify get lower weights. For instance,

for the music genre classification problem, it might be easy to exclucle ttclassical?

from a piece of The Beattes, but liard to determine whether or not it belongs to

“rock” or “pop”. This forces the weak learner to concentrate on examples and

labels that will make the most difference in an accurate classifier.

If no a-priori knowledge is given about the “similarities” of classes, and x can

be potentially misclassified to any class, then the weight vector should be initialized

to3

(1) f if £ is the correct class (if y = 1),
Wie

t. 2n(k—1) otherwise (if y,e = —1).

The weight distribution wili be updated at the end of each iteration, and nor

malized 50 that for all t = 1, . . . ,T,

= 1.
i=1 £1

In general, the weight w will express how “hard” it is to classify x into its

correct class (if = 1) or to differentiate it from the incorrect classes (if yj, —1),

3This is based ou speculation, but showed to be effective. The intuition behind this choice is
that it xviii create well-balanced one-against-aII problems in the beginning.
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where the suni

IIwL =

gives this measure on a data point (xi, y), similarly to what happen with the

binary classification.

The weak learner now has to take into account the multiple classes, therefore

the aligiment e is now transformed into a vector y. Illtuitively, e = 1 means that

cpj,q(x) agrees with (or votes for) the £th class, and et = —1 means that it disagrees

with (or votes against) it. The decision stumps function (2.22) that minimizes the

weighted error is now

((t) q(t) (t))
= arg min É(j,q()v),

j,q,v

and the optimal weak classifier, which became a vector h(t) : {1 1}k as

y(t) (.) = jO),qft) (.)v. (2.26)

The weighted misclassification error of (2.1) is now computed over all the classes

E(t) = E(lt)(.)) = wll {kt)(x) y}. (2.27)
i=1 t=1

We cail this strategy singte-threshotd because the class-wise binary decisions

jt) .

, h share the decision-stump threshold q(t)•

We consider also a second, rnutti-threshoÏd strategy, where the class-wise binary

decisions still share the cÏecision-stump attribute j as for the single-threshold, but

for cash class , we select a different threshold q. formally, we search over the

features j = 1, . . . , d, threshold vectors q, and alignment vectors y to obtain

((t) q(t), (t))
= arg min wE {j,q,(xj)vt
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In the rest of the work, we wili refer to the single and multi-threshold version as

AB.SINGLE and AB.MuLTI. Figure 2.4 shows a simple example of tire differences

among tire two approaches. Tire multi-class version of tire tree algorithm clescribed

in Section 2.3.2 can use either tire single or tire multi-threshold approach, as each

node of tire tree behave like a simple clecision stunrps. h this work we will refer to

AB.TREE as the single-threshold version.

4 1 21 3

1111 1 22 11 2 122211 322322 3 33 33 3
-i1 3 2

11111 2 2 11 2 i2221 I 32232213 33 33 3
Figure 2.4: Tire two different ways of treating tire nruiticlass probieur with stunrps.

In tire first one on tire top (AB.SINGLE) there is just a single threshoid, which is

selected by nrininrizing tire overali weighted error. In tire bottour one (AB . IVIULTI),

each ciass finds its owu threshold, computed by conrparing tire ciass against ail of

tireur. Tire arrows represent tire eienrents of the y vector.

Tire aligument vector y ca be optimized eleureirt-wise in the foliowing way.

For a given binary classifier4 , and for ail classes £ 1 K, we define

=

wf {(xj)yj, —

(t)
= wf {(xj)yj,e = +1}, (2.28)

i= 1

[teo

4For simplicity we omit and (t)
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With this notation, for a given vote vector y = (y1, . .. , vj), it is clear that

Z (_{ve = +11 +e+{ve = _i}),

6 (t+ll {v +1} + {v _i}),

E0 =

If abstention is not used, the values of the alignment vector are simply

f 1 if+
ut = (2.29)

otherwise.

Both strategies AB.SINGLE and AB.MuLTI share the same complexity, which

is O(kdn). This assuming that the feature vector projections (x, ... ,x) are

ordered beforehand. If this is not true, the sorting tue brings the complexity to

O(kdn 10g n). The cost of the whole algorithm is respectively O (nd(kT + log n))

auJ O (n log ndkT) tues.

Once the weak classifier is selected, the coefficient cr is computed in the sanie

way as (2.2). In the final step of each iteration, we re-weight the data points using

the forrriula
(t) t (t) (t)

(t+1) —

exp ç—ci yh (xi)
wie

— Z(t)

where Z(t) is the usual iorma1ization factor such that = 1.

After T iterations, the algorithin outputs a vector—valueci discriminant function

g(x) = Za(t)h(t)(x)

To obtain a single label, we simply take the class that receives the “most vote”,
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that is,

f(x) = arg max ge(x).

Algorithrn 3 AdaBoost.IVIH

Input: D, WEAK(D,w(t)), T
1: for j — 1 to n do
2: for—1tokdo

(1) J 5 if ye = 1,
3: t

_______

{Imtiahze weights}
I otherwise.2n(k—1)

4: end for
5: end for
6: for t — 1 to T do
7: — WEAK(D. w(t))

(t)

___

(68: E : Zh(x)y,, We

9: in (i)

10: for j — 1 to n do
11: forf—1tokdo

(t+1) ‘) exp(_c(t)y (xi))
12: zt)
13: end for
14: end for
15: end for

16: return JT() = arg max
e

By sorting f(x) we can obtain a simple rank of the classes, which can be useful

in the situations where an example has not well defined class (borderline) or it

belongs to many classes, as it is often the case with music. The described method

is summarized in Algorithm 3.

The extension of ADABOOST.MH to regularization cloes not require any par

ticular modification of the algorithm as only () and the early stopping criterion

have to be changeci.

In this work we collsidered also abstention. We do not leave the decision to the

weak learner as usual, but we add O to the decisions of the vote vector y. This

is done by optimizing (2.26) with a greedy algorithm (that. for the time being, is

{Find optimal weak classifier}

{ Compute the weighted error}

{ Compute the confidence}

T

{Re-weight the points}

{ Combined classifier}
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not proved to be optimal in terms of (2.27)). We first set y as iII (2.29). Then, in

an iteration over the labels, we select the “best” element of y to set to O, that is,

the one that decreases (2.27) the most. The algorithm stops when (2.27) does not

decrease anymore.

2.5.3 AdaBoost.MO

In the same article in which they suggested the previous algorithm, Schapire

and Singer proposed also another variation called AdaBoost.MO, in which the

multiclass problem is, again, partitioned into a set of binary problems. This ap

proach was first proposed by Dietterich and Bakiri in 1995 [D395] in a somewhat

different setting. They suggest using error correctillg output codes (ECOC), which

they consider to be desiglled to separate classes far from each other in terms of

their symmetric difference, to map the label on binary sets.

Intuitively we can say that if we have a set where Y {appte, orange, CheTrg,

carrot, potato} we cnn separate the points by mapping them into the binary repre

seiltation Y’ = {frv,it, uegetabÏe}. The more the sets are separatecl from each other

(apples are ctoser to oranges than potatoes), the better the classification is likely

to be.

IViore formally let H : X
— Y and Y {yi, ..., y} 5e our k-polychotomy.

The decomposition of the k-polichotomy generates a set of L mapping functions

ÀL, where each subdivide the input pattern in two complementary sets (or

superclasses) Y3t and Y7. These sets contain each one or more classes of the

original k-polychotomy, as showed in Figure 2.5, thus the mapping5 is defined as

+1 ifytCY,
À(y) =

1 ifyCY;.

Note that À maps to subsets of an unspecified label set Y’ which does not need to

5We could also use ternary codes, i.e. {—1, O, +1}, allowing abstention.
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figure 2.5: A four classes problem mapped using three different À functions. In
the first mapping the classes are balanced on the two superclasses. The second is
a one-vs-all mapping, where the third one, assuming O values in ternary codes, is
similar to a one-vs-one approach.

be the same as Y.

Consider, for instance, a decomposition for a 4 class classification problem into

seven possible mappings (defined by Dietterich and Bakiri as a 7-bit ctass coding),

as showed in Table 2.1. The task of the second mapping, namely À2, consists in

separating the patterns belonging to class Yi and y4 from the patterns of class Y2

and

The columns of the table represent a codeword. For instance, associated to

class y3 is the codeword [—1, —1, +1,+1, —1, —1, +1]. ECOC decomposition tries

to maximize error recovering capabilities through the maximization of the minimum

distance between each couple of codewords. For further information on ECOC sec

also [MVOO].

Schapire and Singer, in their work, suggest that when then number of classes

mapped into a set is large enough (that is k’ = IY’I) is not too small), we can expect

X OOt
X o1

xi’Ot
X

QQ

z *
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Table 2.1: An example of ECOC clecomposition matrix with a 7-bit class coding,
on a 4 classes problem.

i\’lapping Classes (ytl
function Yi Y2 Y3 Y4

À1 +1 -Ï -1 -1
À2 +1 -1 -1 +1
À3 +1 -1 +1 -1
À4 +1 -1 +1 +1
À5 +1 +1 -1 -1
À6 +1 +1 -1 +1
À7 +1 +1 +1 -1

to get a similar effect by choosiig a À entirely at raudom, so that for every set Y’
we include a class £ with eciual probability. However Allwein et al. [ASSOO] showed

that the choice of the mapping function À might be crucial. They demonstrated

that after many experimellts no output code is clearly better, but poorly chosen

code can lead to unnatural binary problems that are hard to learn. They concluded

that the choice of the best code depends on the domain.

Once the mapping function À bas been found we can apply ADAB00sT.IVIH

directly on each binary function h : X — {—1, +1} with the transformed training

data (xi, À(y)). The classification of the new instance r can be donc in two different

ways. The first one, namely the one proposed by Dietterich et al., is to evaluate

H on x to obtain a set H(x) Y’. Then we choose the label y Y for which the

mapped output code À(y) has the shortest Hamming distance to H(x).

The Hamming distance is simply the number of positions in two strings of equal

length for which the corresponding elemeuts (in our case -1 an 1) are different.

Formally. we cho ose:

arg min Àty)AH(x)L
yEY

where A is the Hamming-distance operator.

A problem of this approach is that it ignores the confidence with which each

label was, or was not. included in the final hypothesis H(x). Schapire and Singer,
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indicate an alternative approach in which tire goal is to predict tire label y which, if

it lad beell paired with x in the training set, would have caused tire pair (x, y) to be

giveil tire smallest weight, thus tire better confidence, under tire lirai distribution.

Fornraiiy, tire chosen class is

argnrin exp (—)‘5’(y)f(x, y’))
vEY

wlrere f(x, I) = ,(t)Ïi(t)(x y’), tirat is tire linear suur of weak learners before

tire remapping.

Aigoritlrnr 4 shows the psendocode of ADAB00sT.MO. Note tirat the function

.\ returns different nrapping on different iabeis y, and that )(y) is a vector.

Algorithm 4 AdaBoost.MO

Input: Di,, ) : Y —* 2’, AdaBoost.MH
1: Run Ada300st.MH on reiabeled data: (xi, )(yy)), ..., (x,, )(yn))

2: Get back final hypothesis H bi the form H(x, y’) = sign(f(x, y’))
where f(x, ‘) = Z a(t)k(t)(X y’)

3: return (variant 1) Hi(x) = argnrin5 (y)AH(x)j
4: return (variant 2) H2(x) = argnrin Zy’ey’ exp (—À5’(y)f(x, y’))

2.6 Other Classifiers

2.6.1 Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines (SVM5) were first described by Vapnik [Vap99]. The

principie is to use a kernei-fvnction that computes tire shrriiarity between pairs of

training exanrpies. and then to choose soirre training exanrples (the support vectors)

as a basis for a binary ciassificatioll. [XCSTO3] used a kernel based on a wavelet

deconrpositions of tire two input songs.

Mandei and Effis [MEO5b] used a kernei based on the KL-divergence between

nrixtures of Gaussians in tIc feature space. In these works, nruiticiass ciassification

is perfornred using muitiple one-versus-atÏ SV1\’Is.
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2.0.2 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) use gradient descent to minimize a cost func

tion by adjusting weighted connections between hiciden units. When the hidden

units are nonlinear and bounded (usually sigmoiclal) an ANN is a very powerful

fuiwtioi approximator. A)Ns have been used extensively for decades in machine

learning tasks like classification and regression [Bis95]. For classification tasks, it

is customary to train the network to maximize the probabilitv of the training data

under the distribution output by a softmax function. The regularization method

that we adopteci in Section 4.3 was a small random-weight initialization, followed

by early stopping. For our experiments we stopped gradient descent hetiristically,

when 50 iterations of minimizatioi failed to yield an improved model according to

a held-out validation set.

For more on SVMs aiid ANN. see [DHSOÏ].

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have mainly focuseci onr attention on the algorithm used for

our learning tasks, that is ADABOOST. In Section 2.1 we briefty discussed the bis-

tory of this algorithm, and we have showed the details of its implementation in the

following section (2.2). We discussed two extensions of the algorithm, abstention

and regularization, in Section 2.4, and two approaches to modify ADABOOST in

order to solve multi-class prohiems in Section 2.5. finally, in Section 2.6 we briefty

cliscussed two other learning algorithms. SVM anci ANN. which we are using for

comparison in Section 1.3.



CHAPTER 3

AUDIO FEATURE EXTRACTION

To learn from examples, an algorithm must be fed data. Digitalization is a

common 0f transforming the alternation in pressure propagated in the air that

we eau “sound”, into a seciuence of discrete values (samples) interpretable by a

computer. These samples are then quantized ancl encodeci with various levels of

sophistication into file formats such as the common wav (WAVE) by Microsoft or au

by Sun.

However, in music information retrieval, there is a general consensus among the

published methods that using raw signal (the simplest level of encoding) is not a

viable approach, ancl this is for several reasons:

• Raw signals are very large vectors. The size of these vectors does not only

clepend on the length of the song, but also on the frequellcy of sampling

rate. To capture rhythmical data, or even just to recognize an instrument,

hundreds thousands of samples needs to be evaluated.

• Classification should be completely invariant to global shifting of the signal

(e.g. a delay by one sample).

• There are many perceptually significant events that are hidden in the raw

waveform, such as small differences in small magnitudes of spectral compo

nents (for instance the slight change in one of the harmonies in frequency

space) or the relative changes in pitch between two instruments, that are

very difficult to detect.

• On the other hand, some events might look significant in the raw signal, but

are not important perceptually, like global changes in pitch.

Instead of taking the raw signal, a successful algorithm must extract a number

of acoustic features which capture varions salient aspects of music. For instance
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0ll of the most useci techniques is a time-space transform via the Discrete Fourier

Trairsformation (DFT). Another common strategy is to simulate the human au

dition system in order to better match the energy patterns of the soulld to what

we really “hear”. Techniciues that do this include Linear Predictive Coefficients

(LPC), ]\/Iel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) and other algorithms that we

xviii discuss in this chapter. In general, music information retrieval techniciues use

knowledge from signal processing theory, physics of sound. psychoacoustics, human

auditory perception and music theory.

A recent survey by Aucouturier and Pachet [APO3] gives a comprehensive list

of features used for music information extraction, aithough research in feature

extraction continues.

3.1 Frame Level Timbrai Features

Li and Tzanetakis [LTO35] clefines three types of auditory features: tire timbrai

texture, tire rhythm, and tire pitch. Timbre is tire sound—quality of near—instants, or

simply tire quality of n nrusical sound, which distinguishes different types of sound

production or iirstruments. Rhythm is tire variation and duration of patterns of

sounds in time. Finaiiy pitch is tire psychoacoustic perception of tire frecuency of

a sound (i.e. a note). In this section we describe features that aim to capture tire

first type, xvhiie in Section 3.3 we briefty reviexv two nretirods to extract rlrythm.

We do irot discuss pitch as it is extrenreiy irard to capture in poiyphonic sounds,

and current nrethods are fairly unreiiabie.

In the donrahr of tinrbre-extraction we define n frame as a real-vaiued vector

u of iengtlr T, that corresponds to around n twentietlr of a second. At that scale,

acoustic sigirais are effectiveiy periodic. AH tire features beiow, with tire exception

of the zero-crossing rate and iinear predictive coefficients, are defineci in ternrs of

the absolute value of the discrete Fourier transfornr, F of u, whicir is derived from

tire Fourier transfornr.
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3.1.1 FFTC

This feature is simply the magnitude of the coefficients of the Fourier trans

form. In theory tbese coefficients inclicate energy present in each frequency whose

wavelength fits an integer number of times into the sample. In practice these coef

ficients are much more noisy due to aliasing artifacts inherent in looking at such a

small sample.

3.1.2 RCEPS

Real cepstral coefficients are defined as:

= 1og(F + 7),

rrceps = dct(Lrceps).

\\Titliin 2’ is a measnre of uncertaintv or noise in the components of F, log maps

narrow-band power in the signal to narrow-band londness. and dct is tue discrete

cosine transforin which is ecinivalent to a discrete Fourier transform followed by

a projection that discards ail imaginary components. The variable j indexes fre

quencies. Tbese coefficients est imate the strength of different harmonic series in

the signal, but they are quite sensitive to noise. For classifiers that learn general

linear transforms of the input, the discrete cosine transform is nnnecessary and

potentially harmful.

3.1.3 MFCC

Me1-frecuency cepstral coefficients are compntecl almost the sanie way as RCEPS,

except that the input F is first pro jected according to the Mel-scale. The Mel-scale

is a psycho-acoustic frequency scale on which a change of 1 unit carnes the sanie

perceptual significance, regardless of the position on the scale. This transform from

linear (Hertz) scale is motivated by human auditory perception: while humans

are very capable of differentiating 440Hz from 441Hz, they are not capable of dif
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ferentiating 4400Hz from 4401Hz. The Mel-scale increases identicalÏy with Hertz

from O ta 1000Hz. at which point it continues to rise logarithmically. We denote the

Mel—scale projection of F, Fiet; while F is often quite sparse in the hig1i—frecuency

range, energy is distrihuted more uniformly over FAIe1.

Mel-frec1uency cepstral coefficients are defined as:

log(F1 +

rrnf dct(Lmfcc).

Each coefficient is best conceived as an abstract measure of the shape of L, and as

with RCEPS. for some classifiers, the dct is unnecessary.

3.1.4 ZCR

The zero-crossing rate is

= {uu’) <o}.

This function is simplv the number of times the signal changes sign. It gained

popularity as a computationallv cheap to distinguish sibilants and other con

sonants from voweis in orcier to quickly segment speech signais. Other authors have

described it as a rough estimate of the noisiness of the signal.

3.1.5 Rolloif

The rolloif feature is the spectral boundary of the lower b fraction of the total

energy in F, measureci from 0Hz upward.

Tro,b = max{ylb> F}.

We computeci the rolloif at 16 equally spaced thresholds between O and 1 (exclu

sive). Due to the sparseness of energy in f. this feature might be more reasonably
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applied to Fjiets but we did not trv this.

3.1.6 Spectral Centroid

The spectral centroid is the weighted-mean spectral component.

-

____

Tcent —

F()

Here clenotes the ith component of F. The spectral centroicl lias been

clescrihecl as a measure of the brightness of the tone.

3.1.7 Spectral Spread

Whule the spectral centroid is like the mean frecuency, the spectral spread is

the variance.

Z F(i — Tcent)2
TsI)rea(I

where, again, p() denotes the i’th component of F.

3.1.8 Autoregression (LPC)

The w linear predictive coefficients of u are:

— arg min (n
—

T W

flpcerr 1]ZLII
((i) —

These cari he computed efficiently from the signal’s autocorrelation (sec also Sec

tion 3.3.1) by the Levinson-Durbin recursion [Mak75]. The linear predictive coeffi

cients are another phase-iiiclependent measure 0f the harmonic content of a signal.

In general, a feature extractor is a vector-valuecl function T(u) from JR to

in which u is a signal of length ra, and n may be the sum of some number of
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MFCC and RCEPS coefficients, for instance. It is conceivable that some features

only make sense in certain contexts, such as note onsets or instrumental solos, but

we will consider that r can be reasonably applied to any block of rn contiguous

samples from the signal.

3.2 Blending fraine-level audio features

Even the features described in the previous sections cannot he used directly as

input to the learning algorithm, as their climensionality (the number of components

of the feature) is too large even on short recordings. A standard four minute song

(240 seconds) at 44.1kHz, is a vector u E W wherep = 240 x 44, 100 = 10, 584, 000

samples. The features are calculated over short frames of music, generally between

20ms and lOOms, which means respectively 882 to 4410 samples per frame. At that

rate we would need 2400 frames for the lOOms features in order to evaluate the

whole song, and this with just a single feature tvpeJ

It is of course possible to dowusample the signal. but there is a practical limit

to clownsampling for timbre features given that much of the information for timbre

is founci at high freciuencies. Using large windows is not practical as some features

like the MPCC are most effective when applied to spectrally-stahle near-instants

of sound. In fact. if the windows are too large, the probahility of blending two or

more timbres into tue same feature becomes very high.

Standard dimensionality reduction algorithms, such as PCA (see [DHSO1] page

568), Isomap [T4SLOO] or kernel based PCAs, are often used, especially if little is

known about the data. In theory, these methods should make it possible to capture

the maximum amount of information, but in practice the resulting feature space is

not easily interpretable, ancl if important distinctions are in dimensions with low

variance they risk being lost, as these methods are unsupervised.

Receiithr, West and Cox [WCO5] usecl a segmentation strategy to address this

issue. They used an oiiset detection algorithm to partition the song into a set of

segments that correspond to instruments playing notes. Our approach is similar
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but simpler. We also partition the song info pieces, but the size of file segments

is constant. Each segment is classified by ADABOOST.MH which returils a real

number for each class representing a vote. We then sum the vector h E RIC obtained

for each segment and take a majority vote. This lias the acivantage of both reducing

the size of the features vector, and concentrating more on local aspects of the song.

We expiain this approach more in details in Section 4.3.

3.3 Auditory Temporal Features

The features discussed so far are common strategies to extract timbrai infor

mation from file soundfile. They are very useful, for example, to clistinguish the

high vibrato of a trumpet from file low-pitched sound of n bass, or to detect the

roughness of a given sound. However, at a higher level, temporal structures are

clearly defining the real essence of music; ignoring these strticttires coulci be a mis

take. In fact, music seems to involve a subtie balancing game between expectation

and surprise. The first represents the cyclic aspect of sound and can be hidden, to

delight our playful mmd, inside ritorneilos, hierarchical structures, inverse phrases,

and many others schemas. The role of expectation in music seems unique among

the arts. As singer-songwriter Joui Mitcheli quipped:

No one nobody euer said to Van Gogh, “Paint us $tarry Night again,

man!”

On the other hand, the surprise is what breaks the cycle, perhaps makillg music

more enjoyable.

In this section we cliscuss two similar approaches which try to capture one basic

componeut of expectation: musical tempo.

3.3.1 Autocorrelation

Autocorreiation is a powerful tool to find simple time-repeating patterns inside

a signal. It works by transforming the input from its time domain representation
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into the frec1uencv domain and bach again. discarding phase. Formally, it is t.he

cross-correlation of a signal u with itself, and it is defined as

(t) (u) = (3.1)

where t is the lag.

The autocorrelation is generally computeci for a range {t 14 of lags, in

which the peaks represent recurring events in the signal anci where high correlation

exists, as showed in Figure 3.1. A ranclom signal, on the other hand, should 5e

roughly eciual across ail the lags.
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(a) Original signal (b) Four seconds autocorrelation

Figure 3.1: The signal (a) represent the first 8 second of the BlzLe Danube waltz,
reidered from a MIDI source into a WAV file. The autocorrelation (5) clearly
shows a strong spike at one second lag, and two smaller every tiurd and two thirds

of a second, as expected with the 3/4 metric of the waltz.

There is also an important relationship between the autocorrelation and the

Fourier Transform known as the Wiener—Khinchin theorem, which allows us to

compute the autocorrelation in time O(nlogir) using a DFT instead of 0(n2). The

formula (3.1) can therefore be changed into

a(u) = IDFT(FI)
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wliere IDFT is tue IrtveTse Discrete Fourier Transformation. and is the complex

modulus.

There are several simple methods to find the tempo among the spikes of the

autocorrelation. One option is to pick the lag closest to a comfortable tapping

rate, sav 600 ms. A second better option is to multiply the autocorrelation lags by

n window such that more accent is placed on lags near a preferreci tapping rate.

A function with such properties is the Gaussian window centered at 600ms and

symmetrical in log-scale frequency, proposed by Parncutt [Par94] by his studies

in human perception. Even better resuits are had if lags having low-order integer

ratios relating to meter structure are used [ECO5].

3.3.2 Phase Preserving Autocorrelation

While tlie autocorrelation is widely used as feature to discover rhythmical struc

tures, it bas many drawhacks. Autocorrelation can give us useful information

about something repetitive happening ever 2 seconds, but cannot teli when this

is happening hecause the phase information is lost in the computation. A possible

soltition is to keep the phase hiformation stored elsewhere anci use it to track the

chosen lag in the original signal.

A bigger problem with autocorrelation arises when analyzing signal that lacks

of strong onset energy, whicli is common with voice or in some kinds of music

such as c[assical where we have smoothly changing instrurneiits like strings. In

this cases autocorrelation tends to be ftat, and it is very difficuit to distinguish

meaningful peaks. Sec for example a song from Manos Xatzidakis from the ISMIR

2004 Tempo Induction in Figure 3.2. Not only are the peaks less sharp but they

are poorly aligned with the target tempo.

A common solution is to apply the autocorrelation to a number of band-pass

filterecl versions of the signal [SchO$]. This helps geiierally on noisy polyphonie

input. where the hope is to capture “hea.ting” instruments hiciden in particular

bauds of frecjuencies.

An approach tha.t lias been recently proposed by Eck hi collaboration with the
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Figure 3.2: Autocorrelation of a song by Manos Xatzidakis from tire ISMIR 2004
Tempo Induction contest. Tire dotted vertical unes mark the actuai tempo of tire
song and harmonics of tire tempo.

author {ECO5]. solves both prohiems, tire flatness anci tire misaiignment, at tire

same time. Instead of conrputing a simple autocorrelation for a fixed phase, we

create a matrix in wiricir tire signai is “wrapped” , via modulo arithmetic to store

intermediate resuits. for every lag and pirase

1-1

Â’(u)
= (z

The matrix can be easiiy updated in reai-time, by muitipiying the sample input

witir the moduio of each Iag. In Figure 3.3 we can see this matrix of the first

patteru fronr tire set found in Povei auJ Essens [PE85]. The pattern itself is visibie

at the top of the nratrix, at the iag corresponding to its period. At lower iag we

observe structures that indicate the lrierarclry of the sound, where we can also find

the peaks over tire truc tempo of the song.

It is iuteresthrg to sec that wiien we sum eacir iag of tire matrix, we stiil obtaiu

tire autocorreiation. By doing so, ail tire structural hrforuration tirat it is visible

in our matrix is iost iir tire process, aird tins is probably tire main reason wlry

autocorreiation faiis to capture tire truc beats, even if they are perceptuallx preseut.

However, tirere is a simple way to exploit tire autocorreiation phase uratrix

to iurprove significantiy tire perfornrauce of antocorreiation. The idea is that



Figure 3.3: The autocorrelation phase matrix for the first pattern of Povel & Essens,
computed for lags 250ms through 500ms. If we sum each lag we obtain the current
autocorrelation of the input signal (seen at right).

structurali-salient lags will tend to have more “spike-like” distributions than non-

structural lags. Thus even if the a’utocorTetatzon is evenly distrihuted by lag, the

distribution of autocorTetation energy in phase space should not be so eveily dis

tributed.

To measure the “structureness” of our signal, we use the Shannon entropy

formula. This formula gives an evaluation of the amount of “clisorder” in a system,

and it is defined as
T

S(x) = _xlog9(x(i))
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where x is a probability function, where x > O and Z r (O = 1.
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We compute the entropy for lag t in the autocorrelation phase inatrix as follows:

(o A(’) t À(°’)
= — log9 (o

i=1 sum sum

Ve then multiply this entropy value into the autocorrelation, after having scaled

both to a range between O and 1. This simple solution significantly improves tempo

induction. For instance, in Figure 3.4 we can see the autocorrelation showed in

Figure 3.2 multiplieci with the computed entropy. The spikes align perfectly with

the target lag anci its multiples, where previously such information was missing.

>
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J ‘A
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Figure 3.4: The entropy calculation of the same Manos Xatzidakis song showu
in Figure 3.2. The plot displays the normalized opposite of entropy for clarity.
Observe how the entropy spikes align well with the correct tempo lags anci with its
harmonies.

Although it is not the main focus of this work, a-s we will not use this feature

for our classification tasks, this approach can 5e used for effective meter discovery.

By simply summing hierarchical combinations of autocorrelation lags, we can get a

rough estimate of the metric of the signal. The likelihood of a duple meter

existing at lag t can 5e estimated using the following sum:

,1(t)
= + ÂE21 + ÂE(1t) + AE81

- dupte
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auJ the likelihood of a triple meter is estimated using the following sum:

Mtpie = AEt1 + AE31 + AE61 + AE’21

Other candidate meters can be constructed using similar combinations of iags.

The wiiming meter xviii be chosen by sampling ail reasonable iags (for instance

200ms < t < 2000ms) and then comparing the resulting M» values. Provided that

the same number of points are used for ail candidate meters, the comparison eau

be doue directly. This search can be doue in a efficient way, as each lag/candidate

meter requires only a few additions.

The phase preserving autocorrelation is an effective auJ robtist method that

does not invoive training to find tempo and the metrical structure of a signal.

In [EGOS] we applied it on two dataset from the ISMIR 2001 Tempo Induction

contest, anci the performal]ce xvas comparable to the contest winner.

3.4 Haar-iike Features

In this section we chscuss a type of procedurai’ feature, that bas been success

fully tised in computer vision to address high dimensional data in a robust and fast

fashion. Although we are working with sounds. it is possible to render them as 2d

images (i.e. xvith a sequence of short timescale Fourier transformations (STFT),

known as spectrogram), and exploit this representation to find patterns which can

be used for to classify the signal [CEKO5b]. In Section 4.2 xve discuss how to use

these features to buiid a robust frame-ievei music/speech discriminator, while here

we address the basic theory of the Haar-Iike features.

In computer vision it is a common problem that the input data bas a iarge

number of dimensions. A simple VGA image of size 610 x 480 lias a total of

307, 200 pixels, each of which is a dimension. Clearly, the number of observations

‘With prncedurat we refer to a certain type of feature that for some reason (technical, compu
tational or algorithmic) cannot 1w pre-computed and is instead obtained as the algorithm needs
jt.
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that one would need to learu in such large space is too large for any real-world

application. It seems foolish, however, to evaluate each single dimension of the

image when we know that tire object is characterizecl by few particular attributes

within groups of pixels. In fact, it is an error to consider a pixel as a totaily

independent entity. as they are very likely correiated with tire lleighbors lii tire two

dimensional space in which they lie. It makes sense, with this premise, to work

with regions of pixels insteaci of single elements, because of tire higher probabiiity

of capturing tire meaningful information we need for classification.

Tire Haar wauetets, first proposed by Papageorigiu et al. [POP9$], are a irat

ural set of basis functions whiclr encode differences in average intensities between

different regions witirin an inrage. Figure 3.5 shows four possible configurations of

these waveiets.

Figure 3.5: Four possible configurations of tire Haar waveiets. Tire first two are
ainred to capture vertical and horizontal patterns, tire tirird is looking for “iroles”,
and tlre fourth should get diagonal patterns.

Tlre principle is sinrple: each feature is conrposed of group of rectangular black

or wirite blocks, witir dliffereirt sizes anci location within a ciefined area. Formally,

for a black biock witlr its upper left corner placed at (x, y), and with size w x

of ilrrage I we compute tire fmrctioir

X+Wr Y+Wy

3(XYWWY)(I) = I’ (3 2)
i=x j=y

(a) (b) (c) (d)

wiricir is shrrpiy tire sunr of tire intensity of tlre inrage hi the black area. For a wirite
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hlock, we just compute the negative function

X+Wy Y+1y

= _B(xYtu)(I) = — Z lOt (3.3)

So. for example, the three block white-black-white feature (type (c)) placed at

(x. y), and with block size w x w, would output the value

l/V(1Ylt0v)(I) + B +wvwrWY)u) +

In 2001 Viola and Joues [VJO1] were able to use a combination of these features,

strategically positioned on the nose the eyes auJ so on, to detect human faces. To

select these meaniugful features among ail the possible configurations of position,

sise, and type. ADABOOST proved to he the key factor. In fact this algorithm

can be considered as an aggressive mechanism for selecting a small set of good

classification functions which uevertheless have significaut variety. Viola auJ Joues

proposed that for each feature, a weak learner cleternunes the optimal threshold

(using a simple Decision Stump learuer) On the current weighted distribution of

the examples. and then just the best features are selected for the cnrrent iteration.

The second key idea to obtain an efficient classifier. is to compute the value of

the feature in constant time using just few CPU operations. with the help of what

they cali integral image representation.

The integral image at location x, y contains the sum of the pixels above auJ to

the left of the location, inclusive:

=

1(i.j)

i=1 j=i

where is the integral image at point x, y as shown in Figure 3.6. It is pos

sible to trausform ail image into the integral format with just one pass, using tile
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(x,y)

Figure 3.6: The integral image at position x, y is the sum of ail the pixels above
and on the ieft.

following pair of recurrences:

= ,y-1) +

= +

where 8(x,y) is the cumulative row sum, 5(x,_l) O anci Z(’Y) = Q

Once the integral image is ready, any biock B or W eau be computed in constant

time by using just four refereices, as showed in Figure 3.7, or more formally with

the eciuation

B(xYwrrwY)(I) (x,y) + (x+w,y+w) — (x,y+wy) — (x+w,y) (3.4)

Viola and Jolles also pointed out that the rectangle sum eau be expressed as

a dot produet, I D, where D is the rectangle image (with value 1 within the

rectangle of interest aud O outside):

I•D= (f fi) •D”.

The integrai image is in fact the double integrai of the image (first along rows and

then along coiumns). The second derivative of the rectangle (first in row and then
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Figure 3.7: Tire sum of pixels within area D eau be computed with just four array
refereuces. The value of the iutegral image at locatiou 1 is the sum of tire pixels
iII rectangle A. Tire value at locatiou 2 is A + B, at location 3 is A + G, aud at
location 4 is A + B + G + D. Tire sunr witlrin D is therefore 4 + 1 — 2 — 3.

iII coluirrn) yields four delta functions at the corners of the rectangle. Evaluation

of the second dot product is accomplished witb four array accesses.

3.4.1 Reducing tire training Urne

Que of tire problenrs witlr tire Haar-like features approaclr is tlrat at each boost

ing iteration hteraily lruudreds of tirousands possible candidates are evaiuated to

find tire optimal set of parameters. This results iir a conrputational cost, for tire

training process, in tire order of weeks on a single Pentiunr 4 macirine. To reduce

tbe corrrputationai demauci. we lrave inrpienrenteci a soiutiorr driven hy tire obser—

vatiorr tlrat smail clranges in tire featur&s property cio not cirange tire overail error

significantly. Figure 3.8 slrows tire error nrap of tire two paraureters of tlre first fea

ture type (a), on the speecb/music discrimination problenr descrihed in Section 4.2,

for tire first anci lOOtlr iteration. Notice tlrat tire two-ciinreirsionai space is sirrootiriy

ciranging, especiaily at tire first iteratiorr. Tins suggests tirat it is unnecessary to

exlraustively saurpie ail paranreters corrrbinatioirs.

Hence, we select a random point in tire feature space (tirat is, a set of initiai
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parameters), amI we iteratively adjust until we arrive at a local minimum in a

gradient foÏÏowing fashion.

As boosting proceeds, ADABOOST concentrates on more difficuit examples and

the error surface becomes less smooth. This makes the gradient approach less

effective, as the local minima is less likely to be close to the optimal. A solution

would be to increase the number of sainpling parameters, but this woulcl resuit in

a costly search in the early stages of boosting, because the gradient is smoother,

and therefore the number of adjustments higlier.

— 50

49

48

E
figure 3.8: The error as a function of two feature’s parameters in the first (Ieft)
anci lOOth iteration (right) of the speech/music discrimination problem. Dark
areas represeuts local minima that tlie algorithm is looking for. The height of
the feature clecreases linearly with the position, therefore the map is triangular.
Observe that the resulting two-dimensional terrain is relatively smooth. suggesting
that exhaustive sampling of these parameters may be uunecessary.

We can combine both strategies by setting a time limit for the search of the

parameters. On each boosting iteration, we randomly select the first point and ad

just the parameters until re reach a local minimum. If we are within the time liinit

we select another point and we proceed in the same way. This has the aclvantage

of allowing an exploration of a larger space in both an intelligent (with gradient

descent) and sparse way (when gradient clescent is not effective enough).

20 40 60 80 100 120 20 40 60 80 100 120
Feature size Feature size

Ï
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The feature thus dflscovered is suboptirnal with respect to the exhaustive search.

However, ADA300ST requires only that features support discrimination better

than chance. To compensate for the poorer features found, a larger number is

reciuired. In our experiments we added in the order of 10-20% more features de

pending on the problem and on the number of starting random configurations.

One alternative motivation for the suboptirnal features selection cornes from

LAZYBOOSTING by Escudero et al. {EeGROO]. They showed that even with ran

clornly (but homogeneous) features, if the number is large enough it is possible to

achieve resuits comparable to those obtained from the optimal ones.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we discussed several techniciues to extract features which cap

tures salient aspects of the music. The quality of a musical sotind, that distin—

guishes different types of souuds are captured by timbral features. We have seen

eight standard features of this type in Section 3.1, and we showed a possible ap

proach in Section 3.2 to reduce the dimensionality of these features, by segmenting

the song into partitions.

The temporal structure of the music is another important feature, which is

captured by autocorrelation and phase autocorrelation, discussed in Section 3.3.

Finally, in Section 3.4 we have proposed a novel approach to capture patterns

inside visual representation of the music, using a robust object recoguition algo

rithm.

It is interesting to notice that the acoustic-feature extraction works in fact as a

heuristic dimensionality reduction of raw audio data. One imagines that a careful

treatnient of state-of-the-art dimensionality reduction algorithm to this dornain

would yield improvements.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTS

In this chapter we expose the resuits of the experimeuts ou the algorithms and

features that we have seen in the previous chapters, and we show how they can

be combined to build effective classifiers. In Section 4.1 we evaluate the hyper

parameters of ADAB00ST.MH, the weak learuers, the Haar-like features, and a

subset selectiou method to speed up learuing.

We used the Haar-like approacli to build a robust and fast feature extractor

for music information retrieval, and we applied it to the task of speech/music

discrimination on audio signal. Section 4.2 describes the approach and the resuits

we obtaineci.

In Section 4.3 we combine the features discusseci in Section 3.1 into the An

ABOOST.1\/IH framework to build a state-of-the-art music genre classification algo

rithm. In the section that follows (4.4) we describe our performance at the recent

MIREX 2005 international contest in music information extraction, where our ap

proach rauked first in audio genre classification among 15 submissions, and the

second-best among 10 submissions at recognizing artists.

4.1 Experiments on the MNIST Database

The IvINIST is a database of handwritten digits [LBBH9$], created by LeCun

et al. 1998. It is a subset of a larger set available from NIST, and with its total

amount of 70,000 examples (60k for training and 10k for testing) is a very good

database to evaluate and compare algorithms and patteru recognition methods on

real-world data. MNIST bas several other interesting features:

• The digits have been size-normalized and centered in a fixed-size image of 28

by 28 pixels.

• It lias been used by a large number of algorithms, making it the perfect
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testbed for conrparison.

• It represents images, which makes it ideal to test Haar-iike features.

• The data is readv to analyze in a friendly format.

\‘Ve used MNIST to evaluate the differences among the weak learners. and to

estimate the optimal hvper-parameters of onr methocis. Ail the foilowing experi

ments, with the exclusion of the comparison with other algorithms in Section 4.1.6,

are done a training and validation datasets created by spiitting tire original training

set with a ratio of 80%-20%. This is done to avoid the bias on the evaluation of

tire final dataset. K-fold separation was not possible due to the large size of the

dataset and tire considerable amonnt of time required for training.

VVhile the number of iterations of boosting is technicaliy a hyper-parameter of

ADABOOST, we limited tire iterations to 10g, where in ah our experinrents the test

error showed a reiative stable piatean. In fact, the choice for the optimal nnnrber of

features does not have tire sanie importance as in other machine iearning aigoritirms

(e.g., nenrai networks) becanse of tbe intrinsic resistance of ADAB0OSI to over

fitting: even if tire training error tends to zero, tire test set error does not increase.

k is therefore less inrportant to find a specific stopping point, except for efficiency

reasons.

4.1.1 Raw Data Experiments

hi tire first round of tests we conrpare tire tlrree variants of weak learners,

AB.SINGLE, AB.MuLTI and AB.TREE, on the ram data. Becanse the training

time of tbe tree-based weak learners is extrenreiy long conrpared to stump-based

weak learners, ive ran onr experiments oniy on the faster, singie-threshold version

of the tree.

Each dimension of the input data represents a pixei of the image, and it is

considered independent from the others.

Figure 4.1 shows tire training and testing cnrves for the three weak iearirers.

AB.MULTI bas a steeper gradient both on training and test. snggesting that it can
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Figure 4.1: The training (top) and test (bottom) curves, on the raw pixel data.
The tree-basecl algorithm AB.TREE clearly outperforms the others because it can
build relationships arnong the pixels of the image.

capture the unclerlying pattern faster than AB.SINGLE, thanks to the richer base

classifier. In fact, results similar to i0 iterations of AB.SINGLE are reached by

AB.MuLTI at about 2000 iterations. Given that during the testing phase, its big-O

complexity is comparable on the two algorithms, AB.IVIuLTI is a better candidate

for a usable classifier. This trend will be visible on ah the tests that we will carry

ont with these two sttimps-basech algorithms.

It is important to remember that the curves of AB.SINGLE and AB.TREE,

are hikely to be similar in the first iterations, because the tree-building strategy

described in Section 2.3 uses previously found features to build the model.

Iteration

10° 10’ 102
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Weak Learner Test error Training time (hours)
AB.SINGLE 7.85 % 79
AB.MULTI 7.78 9o 102
AB.TREE 2.16 ¾ 834

Table 4.1: Accuracy and training time for the raw MNI$T data, using three differ
ent weak learners within ADAB O OST. MH

The resuits of Table 4.1 clearly show that AB.TREE outperforms the other

weak learners. This is the best proof that the original assumption, that each point

is independent, is clearly false. Unfortunately, the advantage of the tree approach

is paici with the 8-folci increase in the computational time. Ail the values showed

in this table are referring to the test error after iO iterations, and On a AMD 64

(3200+) machine.

4.1.2 Haar-Like Features

Since the previous assumption that each pixel is an independent eiitity is incor

rect, we neecÏ a rnethod that can take into consideration the dependencies among

theun. AB.TREI showed this ability, but evaluating every possible combination of

pixels cari be very expensive.

By using the Haar-like features, described in Section 3.4, we cari avoid the

problem in a simple wav. Each feature computes the difference among two groups

of pixels, anci returns a scalar. This number represents the example in the space

of the feature wliere the weak learner will find the optimal threshold.

In order to build a good binary discriminator, we must first find a set of salient

features that separate the two classes with the largest margm possible. Viola

and Joues, in their face recognition algorithm [VJOÏ], positioned the Haar-like

features in different key areas of the picture, such as the nose and the eyes. For

the classification of dligits. these features are likel to be positirnred in areas that

can distinguish among group of digits or siugle digits against the others. The

parameters of these features are ohtainecl using ADAB00sT.I\IH. which selects

tue features that yield the lowest weighted error.
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Formaiiy, each Haar-iike featnre g(I1) returns a reai number for each image L
in the training set, which is the jth attribute x in tire observation vector x, that

is

Then for each feature j, tire best decision stnnrp is fonnd over ail tire projections

x. Finally, we select tire weak learner h(t) whiclr nrinimizes the weighted

training error of Eqnation 2.1 anrong ail tire candidates features.

The conrpntation of each feature cair be done in constant tinre as tire inrage is

pre-processed with the integral image rcpresentation. Tins cost of tlris operation is

U) witlr j as tire nnnrber of pixeis (28 x 28 = 784 in tire MNIST case), and it is

generaily perfornred before tire training procednre, tirns only once. Fignre 4.2 shows

an entry of tire MNIST database in its originai fornrat, and processed as integrai

image. Tire originai structnre is stifi visible in tire transfornred representation, bnt

now eacir biock cnn he conrputed with jnst fonr basic CPU operations.

25

5 5 0 5

(b) Integral Image

Fignre 1.2: An inrage representing the nunrber “four” extracted fronr the MNIST

database, and its integrai representation. Note how the pattern of the original digit

is sthui visible in the processed integrai inrage.

lin tire foiiowiug tests we xviii be using ah tire fonr types of features described

in Figure 3.5 of Section 3.4. For each of thenr we apphed the discrete gradient

15

20

25

0 ‘5 20 25

(a) Original Image
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approacli with the tiirie linrit flxed to 2 minutes for each feature in each iteration.

Simiiarly to what we have observed in Section 3.4.1, tire trend of tire error

surface becoming “rougher” is clearly noticeable, as in tire first 100 iterations we

have an average of five configurations being explored before tire local minimum is

reached, where tire number of parameter’s adjustments are in tire order of tens.

At tire l000th iteration tire number of starting configurations evaluated witirin tire

time hnrit iras risen to 15, with an average of 5 adjustments each.

Tire resuits, summarized in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.2, show a clear inrprovement

in the overali performance, in comparison to tire raw pixel iearning, on every weak

iearner.

o,
o,

o
w

Figure 4.3: Tire test error using tire Haar-like features. Tire curve of A3.TREE
is incompiete as tire algoritlrm did not coirrpute ail tire iteratioirs witlrin the time
hnrit of 100 days.

Now tirat tire pixels are grouped together, tire advantage of AB.TREE over tire

other weak iearners is nruch less evident. Sinriiariy to what we had for the raw data,

AB.MuLTI shows a steeper curve, reaciring tire plateau many iterations before tire

others.

Considering tirat tire total time per iteration is a fixed parameter, tire training

tinre is very simiiar for tire stump-based weak ieanrers, that is AB.SINGLE and

AB.1VIuLTI. Tire construction and evaluation of tire tree is doire by tire algorithm

after ah tire other four types of features have been evaiuated, but is stiil bounded by

101 102

Iteration
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Weak Learner Test error Training Time (days)
AB.SINGLE 1.34 ¾ 72
AB.MuLTI 1.31 ¾ 74
AB.TREE 1.33 ¾ > 100

Table 4.2: Accuracy and training time using the Haar-like features.

the time limit of two minutes. This explains the additioual training time observed

for AB.TREE, which roughly correspond to the cost of the supplementary step.

However. we were not ahie to compute ail the iO iterations for AB.TREE within

the time limit of 100 clays.

The large amount of training time is balanceci by the speed of the model, once

it is built. To evaluate the 12k examples of the test set, the algorithm takes 95

seconds for the stumps-based weak learners, and 263 seconds for the tree.

In the foilowing experimeits. in which we evaluate the hyper-parameters of the

model, we selected as comparison the fastest weak learner, narnely AB.SINCLE

with the described parameters.

4.1.3 Regularization

As we have seen in Section 2.1.2. regularizatio;i can help to improve the test

error in some particular conditions. If the positive penalty can reduce the impact

of overfitting, a negative penalty, interestingiy, can improve the outcome when we

are overfitting. With large negative values, ADABOOST is comparable to bagging

as the weights of base classifiers become more uniform.

Ail tests in tue previous section have been carried with a value of the regular

ization parameter &, equal to zero. We evaluated the same clataset with the same

hyper-parameters. changing only O. The resuits are summarized in Figure 4.4.

Contrary to general experience, slightly increasing O did not improve the per

formance. Please note that in one case, with O = +0.01, the algorithm stopped

prematurely at about 2/3 of the total number of iterations computed b the other

configurations. as condition (2.23) was not truc anymore.

Also having negative O did not help at ah. and large negative values did signif
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Figure 4.-1: The evolution of slightly changes in O. Note that with O = ±0.01, the

algorithm vas forced to stop earlier.

icarttly decrease the performance.

4.1.4 Abstention

.

Test error
With abstention 134 %
Without abstentirn 1.41 ¾

Table 4.3: The resuits witli and without abstention on the classes, using

AB .SINGLE.

Abstention dicl not show any particular increase in performance. A possible

explanation for this is that no class was casier than others to learn.

4.1.5 Feature Selection on a Subset of Data

Even by using the discrete gradient approach showed in Section 3.4.1, t.he ium

ber of features that must 5e evaluateci at cadi iteration is stiil very large. This

problem is amplified iii preseiice of a large number of examples of the training set,

because of the O(7rlog(n)) complexity needed for each feature. On the IVINIST

database, with its 60k examples dataset, this is an important factor. To solve this
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problem a possible approach is to select the feature using just a subset of the exam

pies, selected randomlv at each boosting iteration. Given that the size of the subset

is fixed to 10% of the original, we recÏuced the training time ler iteration to less

than 1/lOth of the original, that is 12 seconds. This recluction is not proportionai

to the one of tue space (as the compiexity is O(niog(n))), therefore we have more

time per iteration wÏ;ich should compensate the loss in richness of the input.

Test error Training time (days)

Baseihie 1.34 % 72

Subset 3.40 % 9

Table 4.4: Resuits 5v taking n subset of the data at each iteration.

Table 4.4 shows the outcomes of the subset approach compared to the standard

approach. Taking n ranclom sample of the data helped in terms of training time,

but we also observe a substantial degradation of the performance. Unfortunately

we did not have the time to evaluate ail the aspects of this approach, for instance

the size of the subset or an ‘intel1igent” selection of the examples hased on the

weight, such that the harder” examples would be chosen with higher probability.

An interesting element that supports this idea is the fact that the training error is

stili far from zero and apparently clecreasing, after the i0 iterations. This likely

means that the algorithm is underfitting, as most of the choseu examples do not

heip the learning process.

4.1.6 Comparison with Other Algorithms

As said in the introduction, the MNIST database lias been evaluated with a

large number of algorithms. This aÏlows us to compare our approach with the

current state-of-the art in character recognition.

Table 4.5 compares the resuits of oui algorithm, using AB.SINCLE, with Sup

port Vector Machines (SVM) and Artificial Neurai Networks (ANN) on a separate

10k examples testing set. after having re-trained ouf model with the full training

database of 60k examples. For simplicity we omitted the resuits based on pie-
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processing and those based on algorithms we dia not discuss. Nevertheless, the

current winner, convolutional networks with cross-entropy, is shown for compari

son. The full table of resuits is available on the MNIST webpage.

Algorithm Test error

2-layer NN, 1000 hidden units 4.5 %
3-layer NN, 500+150 hidden units 2.9 %
2-layer NN, 800 HU, cross-entropy {elastic distortions] 0.7 ¾
SVI\’l, Gaussian Kernel 1.4 %
Convolutional net, cross-entropy [elastic distortions] 0.4 ¾
Our approach (AB.SINGLE) 1.3 ¾

Table 4.5: Results of the Haar-like approach compared to other algorithrns on the
MNIST database. Elastinc distortion is a technique to increase the number of

examples by slightly modifying the shape of the input.

4.1.7 Discussion

The Haar-like approach has proved very effective in reducing the test error

on data which shows high correlation among the single dimensions, such as for the

digits of the MNIST database. Even if simple, these features are capable to capture

complex patterns. Figure 4.5 shows the reconstruction of the ten digits using the

features found during the training.

The images are created by evaluating ail the examples of the training set with

each feature. If the feature vote in favor of the class of the example, the pixels

covered by the white area of the feature are decreased by the confidence of the

feature, and the black pixels are increased. If the feature vote against, we do the

opposite. These images represent in fact the learned “average” of the class over all

the examples.

Unfortunately, this method is extremely slow during training, a problem ai

ready highlighted by Viola and Joues when they first described the algorithm. The

discrete gradient descent technique allows us to avoid the costly full search and

obtain comparable resuits, but if the space of the parameters is too large, it might

still take weeks to obtain the required set of features. Subsampling does not seem
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Figure 4.5: The reconstruction of tire ten digits using the Haar-iike features found

during training. Each figure is the output of tire feature for a siugie ciass, 011

tire exampies that beiougs to this class. Dark areas represent a predominauce of

positive vote, where white areas are votiug exteusiveiy against.

to heip, eveu if it is a promisiug approach.

We aiso investigated tire possibility of usiug tire “experience” collected with tire

model to direct tire search of tire optimal parameters and thus reduce tire training

tiure. By takiug the io features previousiy fouud, rve cau compute a map, showed

in Figure 4.6. where tire coordinates correspond to tire ireigirt and widtlr parameters

of tire feature. Tir eacir celi we fiird tire sunrirred confidences n of tire features tirat

sirare tire saure paranreters.

Tire map is used to seiect tire size parameters of a caudidate, by usiug a stratified

saurphng wiriclr takes tire urost donrhrarrt feature witir higirer prohabihty. Tire

otirer parairreters, that is tire coordinates of tire feature, are seiected at randonr.

Unfortuirately, our preinrrinary resuits sirowed tirat eveir if tire ieanrhrg curve was

steeper, ah tire advantage was iost after about 1000 iterations, where tire plateau

of tire test error curve is stiil far away.

Nevertheiess, even witir such iong trabring tiirres, if tire objective is to buiid a

workhrg ciassifier, tire cost for tire doubie trainhrg is comrterweiglrted by tire speed

during cietection, because of tire sirrafler nunrber of features tirat are needed to
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Figure 4.6: The probability map of the first two feature types ((a) on tue left and
(b) on the right). Dark ceils represeuts the dominant configurations, that is with
larger weight or which have been selected more ofter.

achieve the saine precision.

Extensions of the algorithm, such as the regularization and abstention, appear

not to Se critical in this multi-class settings. The choice of the weak learner does

ma.ke a difference as long a.s we are iuterested in the speed of the final classifier.

In that sense AB.J\’IULTI appears to 5e the best candidate. considering that it can

obtain resuits comparable with the others with a lower number of iteration/features.

4.2 Fraine Level Speech/Music Discrimination

The ability to automatically cliscriminate speech from nnisic in an audio signal

lias become a topic of iuterest in the last few years, as it is an important task in

many multimedia applications, sucli as automatic audio news transcription of a

radio broadcast, where non-speech parts would presumahly 5e discarded, or low

hit-rate audio coding. where inulti—mode coders adjust themself depending 011 the

type of signal.

Saunders in 1996 [Sau96] proposed n real-time speech/music discriminator based

on a multivariate Gaussian classifier that used four statistical features on the zero
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crossing rate anci one energv-related feature. In 199f Scheirer and Slaney {SS97]

extended the number of features to include the evaluation of pitch, amplitude.

cepstral values and hue spectral frequencies (LSF). More recently, other approaches

have used the posterior probability of a frame being in a particular phoneme class

{WE99], HMMs that iutegrate posterior probahihity features based on entropy and

“dynamisin” [AIV[302]. and a mixture of Gaussians On small frames [ERO2].
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Figure 4.7: The pattern that characterize speech is clearly visible in a cominon

rendering of sound such as the spectrogram.

We have adopteci the Haar-like features approach discussed in Section 3.4 and

investigated on the I\/INIST database, to find regular geometric patterns in speech

and non-speech audio spectrograms. These regularities are detectable visually, as

demonstrated by the ahility of trained observers to identify speech structure (e.g.

vowel formant structure, consonant onsets) anci musical structure (e.g. note onsets

and harmonic pitch structure) through visual inspection of a spectrogram such as

the one showed in Figure 4.7.

Despite being motivated by work in vision, this model is well suited for audio

signal processing. Though it treats individual 2Oms slices of music as having fixed

geometry, it places no limitations on the geometry of entire songs. For example, it

places no constramts 011 song length nor does it require random access to t.he audio

signal. In other words. tins approach is causal and is abie to process audio streams

on-ime aiid in real time.
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The model eau be easily extended to incorporate subsequential frames (for

instance 50 frames corresponding to a second) as an additional dimension, in order

to cietect short time varying patterus, such as the decay of an instrument. In this

case the representation will hecome again two-dimensional with the frequency on

one axis anci tue time ou the other. Such approach xviii have to address the siiding

of the spectral representation, but this issue can be solved by limiting the number

of frames, overlapping them, or more simply with a siiding wiudow over the signal.

4.2.1 The Algorithm

The process of selecting the most salient features is in this case simpler than

with digits, because the problem is binary and because we are limited to a single

dimension instead of two. as we are just taking the Short Time Fourier Transfor

mation (STFT) of the signal. For the second reason the only features we are using

are of type (a) anci (e) (see Figure 3.5).

We define each example F in ouï training set as a 2Oms STFT frarne of an audio

source. and F(1) as the signal intensity at frequency j. Thauks to the fact that we

are just looking for position anci size of our feature in the frequency space, we can

simplify Equation 3.2 seen in Section 3.4 to

i+w

3(i.W)(F) = F,

where the black stripe witli its upper side is placed at (i) with size zut. SimilarÏy

Equation 3.3 becomes

i+ Wi

LV(i,tui) (F) = (F) = —

The computation of the integral “image” (in the monodimensionai space, it is

actuaily the iiitegrai function), is now a very simple additive sum of the STFT

case, as Figure 4.8 iliustrate. This ailows us to evaluate a very large number of
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Figure 4.8: The integral “image” (bottom), of a STFT (top) is a simple additive

sum. The amount of energv within any range eau be found in constant time, with

just a suhtraction of two index point in the integral image.

candidate features in every boosting iteration as the space is much smaller than it

was with cligits.

The value returned from the feature is used in the classification, and as we

did previously with I\’INIST, we select only the features and the parameters that

minimize the weighted error among ail the exampies. The discrete gradient descent

approach of Section 3.1.1 is also used to speedup the training process.

Despite the simplicity of the features, they eau cliscriminate between speech and

music by captunug local dependencies in the spectrogram. For exampÏe, the three

block feature (type (e)) depicted in Figure 4.9 is well-correlated with the speech

signal and cuasi-independent of the music signal. Figure 4.10 displays the real

valued output of the feature for ah training points, and the threshold of the optimal

decision stump. This feature alone. selected in the first iteration of ADABOOST,

4000
Frequency (Hz)
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Figure 1.9: This three-block feature can
clistinguish speech from music. It is well
correlated with the speech signal (its
output is 347), and independent of the
music signal (its ontput is -577).

has alreacly a 30% error rate on the test set.

4.2.2 Experimental Resuits

In the experiments, we used 240 digital audio files of 15 second radio ex

tracts published by Scheirer aud Slauey {SS97J’. We extracted 11200 2Oms frames

from this data, uormalized them, aud then processed them with PET, RASTA

[HMBK92] (a high-pass (or band-pass) filter applied to a log-spectral representa

tion of the signal such as the cepstral coefficients), and log-scale PET. We chose the

first because it is the simplest representation of the frec1uency spectrnm. and the

other two becanse of their popularity in speech processing. The PET represents

most dimensions input (in frecuency) with 256 points, followed by the other two

(respectively 26 and $6). The size of this space has an important impact on the

training time. but it is far away from the one of MNIST which xvas 7$4. Dnring

detection, again, the size of the space does not play any role, thanks to the integral

0The data xvas eollected at random froon the radio by Eric Scheirer dnring bis internsbip at

Interval Researcb Corporation in the summer of 1996 under tise supervision of Malcoim Slaney.

4J-i L
- Speech

I I Musc

LL.
Fealure 1 outpul

Figure 4.10: The output of the feature
showed on the left for all training points,
aud its decision stump’s threshold. The
data bas beeu raudomly distributed 011

the vertical axis for clarity.
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figure 4.11: The resuits on a 2Oms FFT frame, without and with smoothing. The

benefits of smoothing are clearly seen both in test error and train error.

Table 4.6: Testing error rate using single frame features.

Without smoothing With smo othing

FFT 11.9±2.0% 6.7+1.6%

RASTA 10.8±2.8% 7.2+1.7%

Log-PFT 12.6+2.4% 7.4±2.1%

function representation.

Figure 4.11 shows tue training and test ci-rocs using the FFT. We can observe

that at a frame level. on a simple ffT we alreadv obtain an error rate of about

12% after 200 iterations, which is far better than the 37% of the best frame-level

feature of Scheirer and $laney on the same dataset.

can improve the classification by considering the previous frames with a

simple smoothing hinction. Let f(x) be the output of the strong learner, where

x is a frame at time i. Then, the new output used for classification is

Zj=rna(i—nframes±1 O)
3? if (x)

g(xj) =
(ij

L..?j=mux(i—nframes±1O)
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Table 4.7: A comparisori 0f varions frame tevel features. The value of the first
column represent the CPU usage during real-time discrimination. This value for
otir approach is estimated.

Feature CPU Error
Rolloif 17% 46 ± 3%
Spectral Centroid 17% 39 ± 8%
Spectral Flux 17% 39 ± 1%
ZCR 0% 38±4%
Ceps Resiclual 46% 37 ± 7%
Our Approach *1% 12 ± 2%

wliere is a decay parameter between O and 1 and where nframes is an integer

that corresponds to the number of past frames to consider. In order to find the

best values of a and nfromes, we rancÏomly concatenated the audio (wave) files of

the validation set and measured the classification error rates for several values for

the decay parameter. We chose tliis procedure in order to approximately simulate

audio streaming from a radio station and get the best values at = 0.98 and

nframes = 40. With these settings the error reaches a value less than 7% with

less than a second of information, and converges after about 150 iterations; but even

with a much smaller number of features, such as 75, the error level is below 10%.

Another interesting solution woulcl be to use HMM’s on the classifier’s outputs.

RASTA and logarithmic scale FFT representation did not perform as well,

even though the resuits are stili heÏow 10%. Tliis is quite surprisiug, as these

preprocessing are widely used in speech recognition and are considered particularly

good for speech analysis. However, it is possible that these features discard precious

information at higher frequencies, where voice is not present.

Our approach is highly competitive compared to others common frame tevet

features. Table 4.7 shows a comparison with Scheirer and Slaney’s frame level fea

turcs. Although they have been using a ctifferent classifier (mixture of Gaussians),

the large gap hetween the error rates of these simple features and ours. clearl

shows that the predictive power of our learned model is much higher. The CPU
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usage refers to real-time discrimination on a 150Mhz Alpha machine, which we un

fortunately clid not have access to. However, the amount of computation needed for

our features is insignificant. Even if ail oui 200 features where constituted by three

blocks (the most complex feature), the total computation would be 3 x 200 600

simple subtract.ions, once the integral function lias been computed.

4.2.3 A Winaiup Piugin

Speech

Music

figure 4.12: A Winamp plugin version of our moclel. The long thiil horizontal lime

clisplays the decision boumdary between Speech (top) alld IViusic (bottom). The

long t.hick horizontal une displavs the decision of the model. with vertical position

proportional to confidence. Here. for example, the moclel is moclerately confident

that the stream is Music (in t.his case. a correct prediction). The shorter horizontal

limes on the left provide a histogram of the decisions anci confidence ratimgs of the

weak learners. Sec text for details.

Wimamp (www . winamp. com) from Nullsoft is a popular audio player for the

Windows operating system. Like mamy multimedia software applications, Winamp

uses modular “plug ims” that extend the fullctionality of the basic player. Because

the development kit for writing these plugins is available for public use, we were

able to develop a version of our model that runs within Wimamp. This plugin is

able to predict in real time whether the audio stream being played in the Winamp
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player contains music or speech.2 Because the plugin is clistributed already trained,

it requires few computational resources and should run well on any computer that

eau run Winamp.

In Figure 4.12 a screenshot of the plugin is shown. The long thick horizontal

lime displays the decision of the model. The distance of this decision Une from

the boundary between Speech (top) and Music (bottom) is proportional to the

confidence the model has in its decision. This confidence is computed as a sum of

weak learner votes (+1 for Speech, -1 for Music) multiplied by the respective weak

learner confidences
,

in ADAB00sT). $ee Section 2.2 for details.

The shorter horizontal limes on the left in the screenshot display a histogram

of the weak learner votes where the vertical position y of each of these shorter

hues is given by the vote (+1 for Speech, -1 for Music) multiplied by confidence.

In addition, confidence is also used to scale the width of each of these unes. If

two weak learners fali on the same vertical position in the plot, their confidence

is summed, generating u single longer line. The three horizontal unes near the

bottom of the plot are individual weak learners having particularly high confidence

that the stream is music.

The plot is refreshed every 2$ms, resulting in a smooth animation of model

performance. Though the graphical interface is relatively primitive, it can be in

structive to watch model behavior evolve over time in response to an audio stream.

For the Winamp plugin, we trained a version of the classification model using

randomly-selected segments from a number of Internet radio streams. Labeling

was achieved implicitly by treating talk-radio streams as speech examples and

music-radio streams as music examples. Though training streams were not labeled

by hand, we did comtrol against contamination of speech with music and vice

versa through careful listening. We did not create a hand-labeled testing set of

mixed speech and music radio streams. For this reason we are unable to report a

rehiable error rate for the Winamp plugin (nor was this our goal). We were able

2The plugin is available for free download ut www. iro . umontreal. ca/-casagran/winamp/.
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to demonstrate that the model runs efficiently and perform well in a real-world

applicatioll. We observed that the output of the model is stable anci reliable for a

range of input streams.

4.2.4 Discussion

Haar-like features are very effective in exploiting geometric regularities in a

flxed-sized twodimensional representation of frame contents, and eau be used to

perform frame-level classification of audio.

Because of the strong relationship among frames in time, we can iucrea.se the

performance of the classifier with a simple smoothing on the output of the frame

level classifier. It would be interesting to use an HMM instead of the smoothing

function on the classifier’s output, as HMMs are very well suited for such a task.

It is also possible to do training directly on a set of suhsecjuent frames to capture

local depenclencies in the time domain. However. such an approach would have to

deal witli the problem of the absolute position of the features in time, anci therefore

would probahly be working only if the number of frames is limited.

To make an example of this problem, one eau imagine a bloc of frames of one

second (50 frames) over a 5 minutes song. At time 2:20 the frames enclose the

souiid of a trumpet. But just after half a second, the trumpet is not anymore

enclosed within the bloc, and cannot be used as a reliable training example as it

does not represent a meaningful pattern.

To overcome this problem the frames eau be overlapped, but this would intro

duce noise which makes the classificatioll harder. A better solution would be to

train windows of the sound that we would like to map, and then “slide” a deLeCtoT

with the same size as the window over time. and measure the vote and confidence

at each step. That is the solution used by Viola and Joues in their previousÏy cited

paper. Each of their examples was a 24 x 24 picture of either a face or something

else. In the large image where they are looking for faces, the resulting detector is

evaluated on every possible position and size (with some , as shifting one or two

pixels is not significant for the detection). The positive outcome of the detector is
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considered a “hit”.

Tins approach is particularly interesting for the task of recognizing instruments

in music. Detecting an instrument witb just few frames is verv hard, even for

humans. With the window approach it is possible to catch both temporal and

spectral patterns of the instrument itself. The biggest problem would be to create

a large enough database of windows in which the instrument is either played or

not.

Another interesting aspect that coulci be explored is the use of different basic

features (such as Gaussians or baud-passes), and different representations such as

wavelets or sine-wave replicas [LEPRO1]. Natnrally, the extremely cheap compn

tational cost of, respectively, the Haar-hke features and the STET would be lost;

but it is also truc that for sound there is no “natural” representation, and other

techniques might better match the task.

Pinally. while the current model is limited to two-class categorization, it is easily

expandable to the multi-class case, as we did for digit recoguition in Section 4.1, and

for music genre recognition in the following section. Tins would allow us to extend

our work to more challenging classification problems such as speaker identification,

singer identification and moocl identification.

4.3 Music Genre Recognition

Musical genres are labels given by people to classify the vast universe of music

that mankind has created in its history. There is no clear mathematicai defiuition

of what a genre is. and labeling can diverge among different cultures, backgrounds

or zcitgeist. However, if we take a group of people and train them on different

genres, they xviii agree on most labels as demonstrated by many studies [PGD9,

LTMMO4, MALO5]. This suggests that even an automatic system should be able,

by extracting auditory features, to classify musical genres.
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4.3.1 Haar-Like Features

We evaluated the Haar-like features for the genre recognition task, using the

spectrogram and the MFCC representation of sound as the basis for the trahung

data. Tnstead of taking just a single frame, as we did for the speech/nrusic dis

crimination task, we extended the space of search for the Haar-like features to rzr

frames. Tire value of ur must be a tradeoif between tire increased amount of infor

mation captnred as tire nunrber of frames grow, and tire time shifting problem (seen

in Section 4.2.4). that is tire non-flxed location of tire pattern witirin tire window

which moves as tire time goes on.

After evaluating tire outconre on a out-of-sanrpie data set we chose to fix m to

10, which corresponds to about 0.2 seconds. Experiments showed an accnracy rate

of 33.8% on STFT representation and 44.7% on MFCC, wlriclr is sinrilar to tire

resuits of Perrot auJ Gjerdigen [PG99]. wiro denronstrated tirat irnurans bareiy go

above 50% of accuracy rate wiren hstening at only 2SOnrs of sound. Unfortunateiy,

as we wiii sec in tire foiiowing sections, otirer and nrncir simpier featnres, can acineve

a nrncir better accnracy rate in a fraction of tinre.

Tire poor perforurance of tire Haar-hke features can he expiained by tire difficuitv

of finding a “visuai” pattern that ciraracterizes genre. in contrast to voice wiricir

iras a distinctive pattern. However, tins approacir nrigirt stiili he a viable sointion, if

nsed as “dynanric featnre” witirin a nrniti featnres rrreta-aigoritirnr. For instance the

nrodei couid be trained to detect a particuiar instrnnrent, and nsed to generate a

coirfidence oir tire preseirce of tirat particniar hrstrnnreirt. Tir tireir wimriirg aigoritirirr

for synrhoiic genre recognition at MIREX 2005, McKay and Fujinaga sirowed {MFO5j

tirat hrstrmrrerrts are a key factor iir tire ideirtification of geirre. Uirforturrateiy tirese

types of experinrents require a iarge dataset of tagged exampies winch vie did not

irave access to.
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Figure 4.13: The segmentation of the tire song s of iength I into tÏ/M] segments of
size M. For each segment the classifier returns class posteriors which are summed.
The label is selected with a majority vote among the classes.

4.3.2 The Segmentation Algorithm

Giveil that the naive Haar-like features approach did not work well, we concen

trated on tire auditory features discussed in Chapter 3 to huild our genre recognition

algorithm. However, as we have said in Section 3.2, using ail the frame level data

extracteci by tire features indiviclually resuits in observation vectors too large for an

effective classification. Methods that aggregate these features over the entire song

are pronrising, thougli they risk discarcling too much in tire way of long—timescale

temporal dynamics. Moclels tuned to capture meclium to long timescale structures

are also promising although they teli us littie about fine-grained structure like tim

bre. Our approach is to treat tire size of tire aggregate feature as a hyperparanreter

and optimize it witlr respect to our ciassification algorithm.

Briefiy. our method is to partition a song into pieces of a fixed size, to classify

eaclr piece by ADABOOST.IVIH, and to label tire original song by a majority vote,

as showu iii Figure 4.13. In more cletail, we first choose tins fixed size, M, and

then partition the song signal s into tt/M] segments of lengtlr M. Tire next step is

meta-feature extraction. We introcluce here tlre notion of a meta-feature extractor

RM ,S
N that maps a music signal of length M to a feature vector by using

anotirer feature-extractor r : — R (witlr M > m) internallv. We coirrpute tire

meta-features of each segment: J(s, qM; ar) for q E [O, Ll/M]1. \Ve classify each

of these meta-features indepencleirtiv with a classifier that is botlr appropriate to

tire meta-feature, ancl capable of generating class posteriors. Theii we average tire
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classifier out.puts across the set of meta-features to get a cÏass posterior for the

song. auci assign the label with highest prohahility.

In this work, we experimented with clifferent classifiers and feature-extractors r,

but limited ourselves to the meta-feature extractor ar whose nature was to compute

the sample-mean and sample-variance in each dimension of r’s output. This way,

our resuits con be directly compared with West a.ud Cox [WCO5], and Tzanetakis

et al. [TECOÏ].

This methoci generalizes some previous song classification metliods. For in

stance, the method of Xu et al. [XCSTO3] is reproduced by choosing M = 1 (and

then ignoring the nuli variance). The method of [TECO1j is reproduced by setting

M = t so that the whole song is captured by a single feature j(s, O; ar). One of

the methods presented in West and Cox [WCO5] is reproduced by setting M to be

the number of samples per second of audio. In contrast with [WCO5] our method

involves fixing M before seeing s. Our experiments are designed to show that at

least for some popular features and classification algorithms, the choice of M is

relatively easy.

Uncler the assumption that teinporally proximate features tend to be more

correlated, this method captures the non-Gaussian distribution of features over

time without incurring the cost of fitting n parametric density model such as a

mixture of Gaussians. This method also produces larger training sets so that

if shorter segments are informative, we cnn reap the benefits of more effective

statistical moclels.

We performed n series of trials on n genre classification database to explore the

sensitivity of classification rates to the choice of the aggregation-segment length

M, and to the choice of n classifier. We investigated both the classification error

rate of individual segment meta-features and of whole songs after voting, using a

variety of frame-level features and meta-feature classifiers.
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4.3.3 Data Set

For these tests we useci the genre database from the lah of Tzanetakis used

in [TECO2], [TCO2], and [LTO3a]. This database lias a total of 109$ songs excerpts.

Each solrg is labeled as one of ten genres: blues, classical, country, disco. hiphop.

jazz. metal. pop, reggae or rock. There are more than one hundred exampies of each

genre, but the habit is to use tire first one hundred exanrples of each label and to

ignore the rest. Each example is a thirty-second excerpt from the interior of a longer

song, stored as a mono-chaunel . au file at 22050Hz. To our ears, the examples are

well-iabeled, but exhibit a surprising range of styles and instrumentation within

each genre.

4.3.4 Acoustic Features

We investigateci tire resuits for several conventional acoustic frame-level feature

sets:

• 64 MFCC

• 12$ RCEPS

• 1 ZCR ± 1 Spec. Centroid + 1 Spec. Spread + 16 Rolloif = 19 MISC

• 12$ FFTC

These features were extracted by using a freely downloadable C prograni and com

plementary library calleci MSL (Iviontreai Scientific Lihrary) [BerO5j. Input files

were partitioned into contiguous, non-overlapping franres of 1024 samples, so that

cadi frame corresponded to about 47 milliseconds of audio. Thus tire flrst frequency

banci of tire FFTC was about 21Hz. Tus contrasts with tire standard choice of 512

saniples (23 milliseconcis) we chose tire longer arrays because it provided slightly

hetter classification rates in initial courparisons, and we feit that tire more refined

spectral information rnight be useful. Recali that in tire computation of RCEPS and

I\’IFCC features, we must add a small positive constant to each Fourier magnitude
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to ensure that we do not attempt to take the logarithm of 0. For our computations

we added y = ,
but we found that classification WaS unaffected by <

Peature extraction was ciuick using this library. On an AMD 64 Processor

(3200+) with the database stored on disk, a feature-extraction of 128 RCEPS,

32 MFCC. 16 rolloif, zero-crossing rate, spectral centroid, spectral spread, and 32

LPC for each 17ms frame of the 1000 songs in the database took 3 minutes and 7

seconds.

4.3.5 Classifiers

We nscd three machine-learning algorithms to classify the meta-feature vec

tors: support vector macinnes (SVM), sigmoiclal neural network (ANN), and AD

AB o OST. JVIH.

Our SVM classifiers were fit using the SPIDER Machine Learning toolbox by

LWEBSO5], which, in this case, was simply a MATLAB wrapper for SVMTorch

by [CBO1]. We useci a standard Gaussian kernel. We optimized the width of the

kernel first—using a relatively low valtie of the soft-margin parameter—and then

optimizeci the soft-margin parameter C, while fixing the optimal width. Both of the

optimizations were done on a validation set anci the optimal set of hyper—parameters

was selected by 5-fold cross-validation.

The ANN ‘as a feed-forwarcÏ network of 64 hidclen nodes, fit by gradient de

sceut. An implicit L2—uorm weight—decay xvas introduceci by initializing the network

parameters to small values, and early-stopping using a validation set. No explicit

regularization vas applied during optimization. Classification was performed by

bagged ensemble of 10 networks, as clescribed hv [11re96]. The ANNs were simu

lated using the MSL [BerOS].

Our ADABOOST.IVIH simulations were donc using the algorithm described in

Section 2.5.2. In our experiments, overfitting neyer occurred, and the number of

iterations w-as constrainecl by training time rather than degracIatioi of the classifi

cation rate.
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Figure 4.14: The classification accuracy on four different feature sets: FPTC,

RCEPS, MFCC and MISC trained with ADABOOST.MH showing the trend with

clifferent segment sizes.

Our first step WaS to evaluate the efficieucy of the segmentation approach.

We ran experiments on FFTC, RCEPS, IVIFCC, anci MISC ou a range of segments

hetween 1.8 and 27 seconds. This latter roughly corresponds to the whole song. Ail

tests were doue using a 5-fold cross validation. For ail tests, care was taken to spiit

the dataset at the song levei, to ensure that the segments from a single song were

not spht between train and test. However, within the optimization routines that

train SVM and ANN models. a vaficlation set is removed from the training data.

— AB Singte
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At this subroutine level, song membership was flot available, and segments were

split at random. The consequence was that early stopping and hyper-parameter

optimization were biasecl.

Figure 4.14 shows the outcomes of the two variants of ADAB00ST.MH, trained

for 2500 iterations each. As segment size decreases we clearly observe differences

between the song and the segment classification rates. The superiority of using

relatively short segments is seen when these segments are aggregated: they gen

erally outperform the song level features, reaching a plateau at around a segment

size of three seconds. We also observe a general degraclation of classification rate

when using extremely short segments. This cnn be explained by the fact that the

short segments (1.8 seconds) might not be rich enough to capture the information

necessary for genre classification.

Similar trends are observed in Figure 4.15, where ANNs and SVMs are compareci

on the saine set of fatures. Also. Figure 4.16 summarizes the results for everv

feature and algorithm on an entire song and on a segment size of 3.5 seconds.

These preliminary resuits alreacly give us a good idea of the classification power of

each feature. It is clear that each individual feature is strong enough to account

for a significant amount of variance. However no inclividual feature, regardless of

segment size, is descriptive enough to drive n competitive classifier.

4.3.7 Discussion

The common trend across these trials is that for each frame-level feature and

classifier, tlie classification rate achieved by the classifier is sensitive to the segment

length. In every case. as the segment length decreased from the length of the file

to around 3 or 4 seconds, the segment classification rate dropped, while the song

classification rate rose. One expÏanation for this plienomenon is that each segment

supported a noisy estimate of the truc class posterior; the process of averaging the

predictions lias the effect of reducing the variance in the estimate. 0f course, each

of the segments is from the same song, so it is unlikely that the classifier makes

an unbiased classification, so that variance-reduction can only provide a limited
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Figure 4.15: The classification accuracy of ANNs and $VMs for different seg
ment lengths. The four curves represent performance on the feature sets: RCEPS,
MFCC, MI$C and FFTC.

improvement. At the same time, as segments get shorter, the meta-features may

become more varied themselves, and make classes less easily separable.

Whule different (features,classifier) pairs exhibited different behavior on the

shortest segment, they ranged from a negligible improvement over 3-second seg

ments, to less-negligible cleterioration. We may conclucle that the extra computa

tional time associated with the large number of meta-features that result from tiny

segments is not warranted, especially in the case of the $VI\’I, whose training time

is quadratic in the number of examples.
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Figure 4.16: The classification accuracy on four different type of features, and ail

the algorithms. For simplicity we display only the 3.5 second segments.

Another explanation for the increased performance at srnaller segment lengths

is data amplification. By using shorter segments, we obtain a proportional increase

in the number of training examples for each class. Our current training technique

does riot account for the fact tha.t these additional sa.mples are not statistically

iiidependent because thev corne from the sarne song. Nevertheless, the increased

trairnllg-set size rnay account for better performance.

With respect to the classifiers used, it is dent that for song classification, AD—

ABOOST is a more effective algorithm, compared with a neural network fit by

gradient descent and an SVM. ADABOOST is especially efficient at makiug use of

the enormous number of features that can be computed from acoustic data. AD

FFrC RCEPS MFCC MISC
Feature set
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ABOOST can also obtain good resuits in a short amount of time, in contrast to

SVMs.

The poor performance of SVM is quite surprising, considered that the MIREX

entry from Manclel and Ellis [IVIEO5b] showed a very effective imp1emeitation of

SV1\/Is, on both genre and artist contests. However, even if they also compute the

mean anci variance in frame-level features over a larger segment length, as we do,

they use these to compute a different kernel. While we used the kernel

I(((nii, vi), (ni2, y2)) = e_a m1,v1m2,v2’ m;,vi)m2,v2)))

where is the sample covariance matrix of meta-features (m, y), they used the

kernel

K((m, y;), (m2, y2)) e_aKLs(0(m1,v1)(m2,v2

where G(mi, vi) is a Gaussian with mean m arid a diagonal covariance matrix

whose diagonal is y. We believe that the kernel they used is a more natural

measurement of similarity betweei; meta-features.

4.4 MIREX

MuREX (Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange) is an annual series

of contests whose main goal is to present and compare state-of-the-art algorithms

from the music mformation retrieval coimnunity. It is being organized in parallel

with the ISMIR conference [CSO5]. We participated in two contests: Audio Genre

Classification and Audio Artist Identification. Since the MIREX protocol asks for an

algorithm (model-generator) from cadi team, and not a sii;gle model, we submitted

the same algorithm to participate in both contests. This section presents tic

performance of our contest entry on Tzanetakis’ genre database, and summarizes

the contest results.
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4.4.1 Simulation on Tzanetakis Genre Database

To compete in the MIREX competition we wanted to make a more performant

classifier according to what we learned above. We learned that ADABOOST WaS the

more effective classifier for this task, so we wanted to evaluate it on the concate

natioi of ail our feature sets. When we submitted our algorithm, we helieved that

the following feature sets could be concatenated to provide the most informative

input to ADAB00sT:

1. 256 RCEPS

2. 64 MFCC

3. 32 Linear predictive coefficients

1. 32 Low-freciuencv Fourier magnitudes

5. 16 Rolloif

6. 1 Linear prediction error

7. 1 Zero-crossing rate

This concatenation has 402 dimensions of frame-level features, so that our meta

feature had 402 x 2 = $04 dimensions, because each feature has mean and variance.

As in Section 4.3.4 ail results were estimated by 5-fold cross-validation.

Figure 4.17 plots the segment and song classification rates as in Section 4.3.4.

As before, we observe the divergence of segment and song rates. The song rate rises

to a fold-mean of about 83% on 2.3-secolld segments. The fold variance is too large

to sav exactly which segment length was best for song classification, but it appears

that any choice less than 4 seconds and greater than 2 seconds is near-optimal.

The segment rate drops steadily as the segment length shrinks.

It is also interesting to have a look at the actual times for training and testing.

AB.SINGLE and AB.IVIuLTI share the same time and space complexity, and even
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Figure 4.17: The performance of ADABOOST with concatenated feature sets, vary

ing as a function of tire segment length.

in implementation their times are similar. AB.TREE is slightly better than the

two, but bas a much longer training time.

Table 4.8 summarizes tbe accuracy, training and testing times for segments of

2.3 seconds. Note that altbough training for io iterations is quite slow even for

onr dataset. tbe classifications caa stiil be doae qnickh Figure 4.18 shows tire song

test-error curves of the two weak learners on tins dataset, on a iogarithmic scale.

The rightmost portion of tbe cnrve is quite fiat, so that if classification speed were a

concern we could speed np classification ten-fold at only a small classification-rate

penalty.

4.4.2 Genre Classification

Two datasets were used to evalnate the snbmissions: Magnatune3, and US

POP4. The first database has a hierarchicai genre taxonomy, with 10 classes at

3www . magnatune. com

1www . ee. columbia. edu/-dpwe/research/musicsim/uspop2002 . html

AB.Single (segment)

AB.Single (song)
— —

— AB.Multi (segment)
— —

— AB.Multi (song)

A8.Tree (segment)

AB.Tree (song)

27.9 13.9 7.0 4.6 3.5 2.3 1.8
Segment size (s)
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Weak Accuracy Training Time Test Time
Learner (800 files) (200 files)
AB.$INGLE 82.6 ± 3.49’ 18.4 hours 16 sec
AB.MuLTI 82.9 + 2.6% 19.9 hours 16 sec
AB.TREE $3.4 ± 2.8% 216.5 hours 24 sec

Table 4.8: The resuits on the 2.3 second segments size for the Tzanetakis database,
with trammg anci test time.

the most detailed level. It lias 1005 training files and 510 testing files. USPOP

contains 940 files for training and 474 files for testing, divicleci into 6 genres.

Since these two are databases of whole songs (not 30 secrnid clips as in our own

experiments), each dataset provided roughly 10 times more trailling data than we

used in our ow’n experiments. At the same Lime, competition rules demand that ev—

ery algoritiun must train a model and make its predictions within 24 hours. In these

conditions. we feared that if we used our estiinated optimal segment Iength of 2.3

seconds, that we would generate so many training examples that ADABOOST would

not have time to converge to a good model. Therefore, we chose the sub-optimal

segment length of 13.9 seconds. We submitted two versions of our algorithm for the

genre competition: AB.SINGLE and AB.TREE as AB.MULTI was not available at

the time. The two variants ranked ftrst and second respectively amollg ail entries

in case of the Magnatune clataset anci obtained an accuracy of 77.75% (compared

to an accuracy of 71.96% that was obtaineci by the third ranked entry [MEO5aj). In

case of the USPOP clataset, the tree-based learner eclged out the single-threshold

learner; the accuracies are, respectively, 86.92% a;id 86.29% (compared to an ac

curacy of 85.65% that was obtained by the third ranked entry [MEO5a]).

Table 4.9 provides a summary of contest resuits averageci across the two databases.

The Iast two entries were not scored because thev did not run or thnecl out. More

details regardiiig the evaluation procedure can be found at http : //www . mus ic—ir.

org/mirexwiki/index.plip/Audio_Genre_Classification. The full table of re

sults can be found at http://www.music—ir.org/evaluation/mirex—results/
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figure 4.18: Tire song test-error curves of the two weak learners on 2.3 seconds

segments. The multi-threshold approach converges at a faster rate. and the final

resttlts are comparable.

audio—genre/index . html (which includes pointers to the extended abstracts of

the participating entries).

4.4.3 Artist Identification

The musjc data from the Genre Classification Contest were re-used for this

contest, along with the experimental set-up. Each of the datasets has a total of 77

artists. However, the number of training files (1158 in each case) and testing files

(642 and 653, respectively) was different.

We entered the same algorithms as above, without any moclificatioiis. The single

threshold weak learner ranked first with 77.26% on the Magnatune dataset, whereas

tire three level tree weak learner ranked third with 74.45%. Tire second eirtry’s

[MEO5a] performance was 76.60%. On tire USPOP dataset, [MEO5a] obtained

68.30%, whereas our algorithms ranked second and third, with 59.88% (single

threshold) and 58.96%. (three-level tree), respectively.

Table 4.10 provides a summary of contest resuits averaged across tire two

100 101 102
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Rank Participant Overail Performance
1 AB.Tree 82.34%
2 AB.Single 81.77%
3 Mandel &. Ellis 78.81%
4 West, K. 75.29%
5 Lidy & Rauber [1] 75.27%
6 Pampalk, E 75.14%
7 Lidy & Rauber [2] 74.78%
8 Lidy & Rauber [3] 74.58%
9 Scaringella, N. 73.11%
10 Ahrendt, P. 71.55%
11 Soares, V. 60.98%
12 Tzanetakis, G. 60.72%
13 Burred, J. 53.45%

Chen & Gao N/A
* LijVI. N/A

Table 4.9: Summarized resuits for the Genre Recognition contest at MIREX 2005.

databases. Tlie last three entries were not scored because they clid flot complete

or timed ont. I\Iore details regarcling tIre evaluation procedure can be found at

http://www. music_ir.org/mirexwiki/index.plrp/Audio_Artist_Identification. Tire full

table of resuits can be found at http://www.music_ir.org/evaluatirnr/mirex_results/audio

artist/index.htmi (which inclucles pointers to tire extended abstracts of tire partic

ipathrg entries).

4.4.4 Discussion

Tir tire genre classification task, our aigoritirms obtained tire highest classification

rates on both databases. Since tire tree weak-learner outperformed tire stump weak

learner, we conjecture that tire genres are hard to separate lineariy in the space of

tire outputs of tire stumps. It is interesthrg that tire aigorithm of West and Cox

[WCO5] is outperformed by our moclel, because they used a similar segmentation

strategy. Tireir aigorithm uses an onset cletector to segment tire music according

to tire oirset of notes. Our algorithms perform much differentiy, and it could be
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Table 1.10: Summarized resuits for the Artist Identification coritest at MIREX 2005.

Rank Participant Overali Performance
1 IViandel & Ellis 72.45%
2 AB.Single 68.57%
3 AB.Tree 66.71%
4 Pampalk, E. 61.28%
5 West & Lamere 47.24%
6 Tzanetakis, G. 42.05%
7 Logan. 3. 25.95%

Lily & Rauber[1] N/A
Lily & Rauber[2] N/A
Lily & Rauber[3j N/A

for a number of reasons. First, context-sensitive segmentation could actually be

harmful to classification, but this would 5e surprishig. Second. the large number

of features we used provides important aciclitional information: this is supported

by our resuits in Section 4.3.4. Third, ADABOOST on stumps anci trees could

5e a more robust classifier for the features we are using; this is supported by

the observation that in very high-dimensional spaces like our meta-feature space,

Gaussians can 5e indiscriminate.

In the artist-recognition task, our algorithm performecl well, but proved not to

5e as effective as the one developed by Mandel and Ellis [MEO5S]. Their method

was to fit a single Gaussians to a hag of MPCC frames over a whole song, ancl to

classify using an SVI\i, with a similarity based on the symmetric KL divergence

between these Gaussians. Their method is simple and elegant, and we wonder if

it would not 5e more performant if applied to shorter segments of the song as in

our approach. We also wonder how our own algorithm would have performed if we

had used the optimal settings found in this work. We entered otit algorithm with

the [suboptimal] segment length of 13.9s in order to gtiarantee that ADAB00sT

would complete a sufficient number of iterations over the training data within the

time limit.

Pinally we were not able to enter the contest with the temporal features dis-
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cussed in Section 3.3. These features are likely to increase the accuracy because

they are totally uncorrelated to the timbral-based features. After the contest we ran

a series of experimerits with the same dataset and the tempo information obtained

with the phase preserving autocorrelation. The preliminary resuits are summarized

iII Table 4.11.

Weak Accuracy Accuracy
Learner (without tempo) (with tempo)
AB.SINGLE $2.6 + 3.4% $2.1 ± 3.1%
AB.IVIuLTI 82.9 ± 2.6% $2.5 + 2.5%

Table 4.11: The resuits without and with tempo on the 2.3 second segments size
for the Tzanetakis database. AB.TREE could not be computed for lack of time.

Surprisingly, tempo did not improve the accuracy. A possible explanatiori is that

the tempo value extracted with the phase autocorrelation can bave high probability

of being either the truc tempo or a multiple of it. This might confuse the classifier,

which cannot find the correct one in enougli examples. It is also possible that a

siilgie value cannot capture the richness of rhythmical structure which exists even

within a single genre.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we showed the resuits of our experiments on the features seen

in Chapter 3 aiid the algorithms of Chapter 2. In the first section (4.1) we used

the IVINIST database to evaluate the hyper-parameters of the multi-class version

of ADABOOST and its extensions.

In the following section (4.2) we showed how to use simple Haar-like features,

discussed in Section 3.4 to build a robust frame-level speech/music discriminator,

using an approach inspired by an algorithm used in visioi.

In $ectioll 4.3 we used standard features, discussed in Section 3.1 and Section 3.3

to build a music genre classifier, and in the following section (4.4) we described our
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performance at the recent MIREX 2005 international contest in music information

extraction, where our approach rallked flrst in audio genre classification among 15

submissions, and the second-best among 10 submission at recognizing artists.

o



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In this thesis. we presenteci several effective strategies for extracting features

from audio signais, and the learning aigorithms that can be used to face the chal

lenges of automatic inusic classification. Tiiese strategies involve the use of a com

bination of meaningful features, that are extracted from the audio signal with two

basic approaches:

• with the knowledge from signal processing theory, physics of sound, psychoa

coustics, human auclitory perception and music theory,

• with tue use of a supervised learning algorithm that identifies and learns the

pattern of a. particular aspect of the sound, for instance the pattern of the

voice or of an instrument.

The first method represents the pre-processed features discussed in Section 3.1

and Section 3.3. We buiit a large observation vector which included them and we

used it to classify genre in acoustic data (that is, music) using a rnuiti-class version

of ADABOOST. Tins aÏgoritÏun proved to be very effective in seiecting and evahiat

ing only the portions of the observation vector which are really meaningful for the

final classification. where other algorithms fail because of the high dimensionality of

the input. We discussed the origins and the development of ADAB0OST, in Chap

ter 2, along with some of its variations. In particular we covered the multi-class

extension ADABOOST.MH in Section 2.5 (and the variant ADAB00sT.IVIO), and

three variants of weak learners used by it. We investigated the different set-ups of

the algorithni and the hyper-parameters. using a standard clataset in Section 4.1,

aiid compared it with other algorithins.

Aiiother aspect that proved to be a key factor for a successful inusic classifier,

is the segmentation of the music into fragments that are evaluated by the classifier,

seen in Section 3.2 and Section 4.3. Once traineci, ADABOOST.1\/IH returus class
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posteriors for each segment. that is its classwise vote. The sum of the contributions

of each segment cloes resuit in a vector from which the willner is chosen. This

strategy alone increases the accuracy by 5% and reduces the size of the observation

vector.

Our approach clemonstrated to be effective on three databases in musical genre

prediction, showing rates of 77% on Magnatune database, 83% 011 Tzanetakis’

database. anci of 87% on USPOP database. To our knowledge, at the time of

writing these resuits are the highest genre precliction rates pubÏished for ail three

clatabases.

ADABOOST is also the core algorithm used for the second approach in feature

selection. We used it to build a classifier capable of distinguishing geometrical

patterns insicle a visual renclermg of sound. This approach allows to create fast

and flexible “features” modeled on a binary input, like rnns’ic—versns—speech seen in

Section 4.2, but also trzt.mpet—verszts---rest of the orchestra or, more generally, event—

versvs—background soand. The resulting algorithm yielded the best performance to

date on single frame classification for speech/music discrimination, when directly

compared to other frame level features.

5.1 Future Work

Specifically related to tire aspects of this work, there are some open questions

that we woulcl like to adclress in the future. Here is a partial list of these tasks:

• Develop and test more rhythmical-relatecl features. We have been using a siil

gle value that belongs to this group of features, that is the tenipo. But music

involves temporal structures of much higher complexity that are extremely

important for defining musical style similaritv.

• Improve the segmentation techniciue discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 4.3.2.

It would be interesting to evaluate our algorithm and features with segments

created using West and Cox’s [WCO5] segmentation algorithm, partition tIre

song mto a set of segments that correspoird to instruments playing notes.
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• Add other features. ADABOOST lias proved to be very effective in evaluating

and selecting oniy tire featnres needed for tire classification. Adding other

featnres xviii likely increase tire accuracy, where other algorithms wonld suffer

from tire cnrse of dimensionality if tire number of featnres is too large.

• Prune tire featnres. Again, nsing ADABOOST it is possible to identify the

elements of the features (or the featnres thenrseives) tirat are not effectively

contributing to tire classification. Tirese eiements are the ones wiriclr irave

not been chosen by ADABOOST during training or which bave a very iow

confidence paranreter a. Once they bave been identified, these dimensions

can just be ignored, speeding up considerably the training tinre. Future

research wilui focus on tire viability of tins approacir, which nrust be robnst to

the changes of dataset.

• Create of a database of segnrents of nrnsic, in whiclr each instrnnreut is la

beied. vVith the Haar-iike features approach it shonld be possible to bniid

instrunreut-specific features, tirat wouid inigirhgirt tire sections of tire sigirai

in winicir tire instrmrrent is preseirt.

• Rednce tire training tiure for Haar-bke featnres. A large anrount of time is

spent recourputing sinriiar featnres and sorting tireir vector projections. If

the systenr bas enough nrenrory, it is possible to pre-conrpnte the featnre’s

outputs and sort theur, before the boosting aigoritlrnr starts.

• Another approach to soive the previous probieur is to nrap each featnre’s

outpnt to a biir, effectiveiy dowusanrpling the vector projections. This wouid

nrake it possible to store ail tire outputs on a nrncir smaiier space, aithongir

it is not clear irow the doxvnsampiing wonid inrpact the classification.

Ushrg irracirine iearirhrg to soive probienrs reiated to nrnsic is a reiativeiy recent

field of research. Tu onr xvork xve bave investigated a very small aspect of it, and

even tire probienrs that vie addressed warrant further research.
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In a Turing-test conducted by Soltau in 1997 [So197], 37 subjects trained to

clistinguish rock from pop performed at a level of sirnilar performances with bis

automatic classifier. However, Lippens et al. [LMDMO4] showed that the expected

performance among human beings. for the genre classification problem, is around

90%.

This suggests that the genre recogiition algorithms have not yet reacÏied the

baseline, but are potentially good to extend to more difficuit, but more practical

music classification tasks, such as playlist generation and music recommendation.

o
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